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Abstract
In this thesis, I will discuss how violence affected the lives of upper-middle class
habitants of Bogotá, Colombia. For this, I will use the information that I obtained
during four months of fieldwork. In Colombia, guerrilla movements, paramilitary
organisations, drug cartels, youth gangs and common criminals all use violence to
protect their interests. Economic violence is the sort of violence that most members of
the upper-middle class encounter in a direct way. However, different forms of
political violence also have certain consequences for Bogotá’s upper-middle class.
Most people take personal measures and protect their houses in order to prevent being
victim of a violent crime. Although some upper-middle class inhabitants cooperate
with neighbours, the police or other state institutions, this is not the way most people
deal with fear and insecurity. The security policies of both the national and the local
government are generally seen as effective. However, most members of the uppermiddle class are not satisfied with the way the police tries to improve security. As we
shall see, this is one of the reasons for the fact that Bogotá’s upper-middle class calls
in the help of private security companies to make their environment safer.
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Introduction
In general, Bogotá is not a safe city. You can get robbed when walking the streets or
when driving your car. You can get assaulted in taxis and public buses. Your car can get
stolen or they can break into your house. I take certain measures to protect myself. I have
a burglar alarm in my house. When I walk the streets or when I drive my car, I’m always
looking around. I keep the windows of my car closed and I don’t like to walk outside,
especially at night. I prefer to go by car1.

Bogotá, the capital of Colombia, is affected by various forms of violence. First of all,
Colombia’s armed conflict, which can be traced back to 1960’s, has certain
consequences for inhabitants of Bogotá. Every now and then, terrorist attacks or
political assassinations take place. As the quote shows, political violence is not the
only source of insecurity in Bogotá. Like in other Latin American cities, Colombia’s
cities are plagued by high crime rates and high levels of violence. The people who
live in these cities have to find a way to deal with the fact that they can be victimised
at all times.
During four months of fieldwork in Bogotá, I have tried to find out what it
means to live in such a violent environment. In this thesis, I have used my research
results in order to answer the following question: How does violence affect the lives
of upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá, what are their strategies to cope with it
and why do they use these strategies? This means that I will discuss the sorts of
violence that members of the upper-middle class encounter and the consequences
these forms of violence have for the daily lives of Bogotá’s upper-middle class.
Furthermore, I will show what upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá do to protect
themselves against violence. I will also elaborate on the reasons that members of the
upper-middle class have to protect themselves.
As mentioned above, my research population consisted of upper-middle class
inhabitants of Bogotá. Not much research has been done about the consequences of
violence for wealthier people. There is a fairly large amount of scientific literature
about violence and coping strategies among poor and marginalised people. However,
violence and coping strategies among the middle and upper middle classes are
relatively underexposed research subjects. My research can contribute to a better
understanding of violence, insecurity and what people with a certain socioeconomic
position do to cope with the violent environment in which they live and is therefore
scientifically relevant.
Portes and Hoffman (2003: 45) define the upper-middle class in Latin America
as follows:
[…] professionals, defined as university-trained elite workers employed by private firms
and public institutions to staff positions of high responsibility. They neither control large
amounts of capital nor command large number of workers, but derive their advantaged
position from scarce expertise required by corporations and government agencies.

In Colombia, people with this kind of social position account for almost eight percent
of the population and they belong to the dominant classes (Portes &Hoffman 2003:
52). In practise, the objects of my research consisted of three categories: first of all,
working members of the upper-middle class, as described above; second, university
students who lived in Bogotá and came from upper-middle class families and
therefore belonged to my research population; third, people who have a certain
1

Interview with Carolina S., 12 April 2008.
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expertise concerning violence and crime, because they work at an organisation or
government institution that is involved in these subjects.
Bogotá has an estimated population of between seven and eight million,
depending on whether or not the surrounding municipalities are included. The city is
divided into twenty districts with their own local government, called localidades. In a
UNDP report about human development in Bogotá (United Nations Development
Programme 2007: 20), Colombia’s capital is called a segregated city, because of the
division between the rich north and the poor south. Most of my research activities
took place in the localidad of Chapinero in northern Bogotá. Chapinero has 123,000
inhabitants and includes Bogotá’s financial district, along with entertainment districts
and residential areas. It is also the localidad with the highest average income
(Metrocuadrado 2007). That’s why Chapinero was a suitable place to conduct a
research about Bogotá’s upper-middle class.
During my fieldwork, I carried out a qualitative research. This means that I
tried to understand how people give meaning to their social environment and how
they act, based on this meaning. The research methods I used allowed me to study my
research subject from the perspective of my research population. Conducting
interviews was the most important research method I used during my fieldwork in
Bogotá. As said before, I interviewed both “normal” members of the upper-middle
class (both professionals and students) and people who were in some way
professionally involved in my research subject. My interviewing strategy depended on
the person with whom I spoke. I used different interview methods for both parts of my
research population. With security professionals, I conducted more formal and
structured interviews. I chose this strategy because most of the informants working at
organisations didn’t have a lot of time. The structured nature of my interviews helped
me to discuss most of my research themes within a short period of time.
With other informants, members of the upper-middle class whom I call
“normal” people, I had more open and informal interviews. I found out that during
this kind of informal conversations, people were more relaxed and willing to tell me
what they thought than during formal interviews. Moreover these kinds of open
interviews proved more suitable for informal situations like talking in a bar, in a car or
at a party. However, I did make sure that the people I talked with knew I was doing
research about violence. On many occasions, this was enough to get people to talk
about the subject of my research without me having to ask a lot of questions.
Another reason for the difference in interview techniques is that professionals
were used to talk about subjects such as security, crime and violence, while for other
people these subjects could be somewhat difficult to talk about. Furthermore, I asked
people whose job has to do with violence and security about their professional
opinion, while the conversations with “normal” people were more about personal
experiences and opinions. That’s why I think “normal” people were more relaxed and
honest when I didn’t record their answers or wrote down every word they said and
when I let them talk without interrupting them or asking too many questions.
I also used participant observation as a method to gather information about my
research subject. For example, I was able to observe how people protected their
homes against burglaries, how they reacted when they met strangers (like myself) and
how people discussed security issues at a meeting of a neighbourhood organisation.
This provided me with new data but also gave me the opportunity to compare the
information people gave me during interviews and conversations with the actions and
attitudes of my research population in real life. I have tried to use participant
observation not just as a method to obtain new research results, but as a way to
6

establish whether people actually acted according to the opinions and perceptions
expressed in interviews or not.
In general, people in Bogotá were very friendly and open. This made doing
research relatively easy, since most people wanted to help me. However, I sometimes
had to deal with distrust among upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá. Most
members of the upper-middle class were not inclined to meet with strangers. Luckily,
I had a couple of key informants who introduced me to a large part of my informants.
After I was introduced by someone they knew, most people were willing to help me.
When I tried to contact people by my own, they often refused to meet with me in
person. As we will see, this distrust could be one of the consequences of violence
among Bogotá’s upper-middle class.
This thesis entails the following elements: a theoretical section in which I will
elaborate on the main concepts concerning violence and coping strategies; a
description of the context in which my research took place; the empirical part in
which I will go more deeply into my research results; and a conclusion in which I will
try to answer my research question by linking my research results to existing concepts
and theories.

Violence and Fear: A Conceptual Approach
In this section, I will elaborate on the most important notions and theories concerning
my research subject. I will write about the concept of violence and how violence can
result in widespread fear, insecurity and distrust. People have to deal with violence
and fear one way or another. Therefore, I will discuss how coping strategies allow
people to live with fear and I will name the different ways in which people can cope
with violence. I will end this conceptual section by examining the links between
modernity and insecurity and by outlining the principles on which different sorts of
security policies have been based.
Violence and Fear
According to Yves Michaud (1988, cited in Vargas Velásquez 1993: 144-145)
violence can be defined as “an interactive situation in which one or several actors
operate in a direct or indirect way to harm one’s physical or moral integrity or one’s
possessions”. This definition allows for a broad understanding of violence and it
acknowledges that violence may not always be a physical act, but also a process that
can be embedded into wider social structures. This element of violence, which is
related to the way society is organised, is often called “structural violence” (Moser
2004: 6). The concept of structural violence entails more implicit phenomena such as
exploitation, exclusion, inequality and injustice. This means that structural violence is
a situation that is part of the context in which violence takes place and that it does not
entail direct acts of violence. However, it can be a breeding ground for other forms of
violence mentioned in the next subsection. Indicators of structural violence are access
to education and healthcare and opportunities for social mobility (Moser 2004: 6).
Caroline Moser (2004: 4) states that when violence becomes endemic it leads
to uncertainty expressed in fear and insecurity. Fear can be defined as “the
institutional, cultural and psychological repercussion of violence” and has also been
identified as “a response to institutional destabilisation, social exclusion, individual
ambiguity and uncertainty” (Koonings & Kruijt 1999: 15). For decades, political
violence has been the major contributor of fear in Latin America. Under the military
7

and civil-military dictatorships of the 1970s and 1980s, repression, torture and murder
led to “societies of fear” in which “a climate of insecurity, anxiety and suspense
overshadowed all other feelings” and in which state terror contributed to “a
generalised climate of individual weakness, of permanent alertness […], of collective
powerlessness, of lack of control over daily life and the near future, and of a distorted
perception of reality” (Koonings & Kruijt 1999: 16-19).
In contemporary Latin America, legacies of fear remain rooted in societies that
suffered from repressive regimes and civil war, despite processes of democratisation
that have taken place in almost all countries. Nowadays, everyday urban violence is
another important cause of fear and insecurity in Latin America (Moser & McIlwaine
2004: 5). Although fear of crime and other sorts of violence is not always reflected in
actual crime rates, high levels of crime and fear plague many communities (Williams
et al. 1998: 312). At the same time, “livelihood insecurity”, or the difficulties that
many people have to survive, forms a new source of violence as an alternative way to
survive or as a way to deal with insecurity. In this sense, insecurity is linked to
violence in a vicious cycle (Moser 2004: 4). In Latin America cities, the existence of
violence has turned all citizens into “potential victims”. They run the risk of being
attacked or killed at all times “because they could fetch a big ransom, because they
wear brand-name shoes or because the assailant – who made a bet with his friends –
fired his gun by mistake” (Rotker 2002: 16).
Violence not only leads to fear but also to distrust. This means that citizens do
not trust anyone beyond family members and close friends (Koonings & Kruijt 2004:
1-2). Rossana Reguillo (2002: 199-200), sees fear as a social construction and
considers the existence of an “Other” as a mechanism to channel this fear. Blaming
and distrusting the Other can be a way to cope with the threat of society’s insecurity
and violence. By blaming the Other, which is a “pre-existent subject”, the cause of
insecurity and violence becomes “a category accessible to the experience of the
person”. Therefore, “anonymous urban crime can be transformed, for example, into
crimes that come from poor neighbourhoods” (Reguillo 2002: 200).
Sometimes even public institutions, like the police, are distrusted, because
they fail to provide security and sometimes even become a source of fear. This brings
us to the concept of “state failure”, “the break-down, in part or in full, of the state as a
structure and effective power arena” (Koonings & Kruijt 2004: 1-2). State failure
results in the contestation of space or so-called governance voids. According to
Koonings and Kruijt (2004: 7-9), these voids are spaces or domains in which formal
state institutions are absent and individuals or groups can exercise power by using
violence. In Latin America, the voids left by the absence of the legitimate state are
filled by a variety of actors who try to force their interests upon the public domain.
The fact that the violence monopoly of the state is undermined, weakens democratic
institutions, paralyses civil society and dismantles the rule of law (Koonings & Kruijt
2004: 7-9).
In a study on the interconnections of violent crime, fear and social segregation
in the Brazilian city of São Paulo, Teresa Caldeira (1992: 196-197) claims that private
security services have become a luxury commodity and form one of the main
elements of modern social life in a big city such as São Paulo. However, it is
important that the state imposes certain limits to the private security sector to keep its
monopoly on the use of force. Legal private security firms should be regulated and
monitored by the government and illegal activities controlled and punished.
Otherwise, private security initiatives could abuse their liberties and turn into death
squads (Caldeira 1992: 205).
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Coping with Violence and Fear
As we have seen, violence causes fear when it becomes part of everyday life. People
in societies where endemic violence is apparent, have to deal with this phenomenon
one way or the other. They are forced to cope with violence and the fear it causes. In
this section I will elaborate on the strategies that people use to cope with violence.
The concept of coping is a complicated one and can be applied to a wide range of
behaviour. Generally, coping is seen as a response to a stress reaction. Stress has been
defined as “a hypothetical state that is induced by environmental forces and is
manifested by reactions at various psychological, behavioural and social levels”
(Tolman & Rose 1985: 151).
Carpenter (1992: 2) argues that stress is caused by certain demands, that is the
stressor. He also states that strategies and the ability to cope with stressful situations
are determined by coping resources. These resources help people to deal with the
demands that lead to stress or the stress itself. When demands exceed the available
resources, it becomes difficult or even impossible to cope with the situation at hand
(Carpenter 1992: 2). Carpenter distinguishes between “personal resources” (qualities
and personality) and “environmental resources” (social support and tangible resources
like money)” (1992: 3).
Violence can be the stressor that leads to fear, a manifestation of stress.
According to Williams, Roberts and Hilliard (1998: 314), taking precautionary
measures is the most logical way to cope with fear. However, they argue that fear
does not disappear with these measures, because the precautions (for example the bars
on the windows) serve as a constant reminder of fear. Although taking precautions
will not reduce fear, it “buffers the individual from the effects of fear, thereby
allowing the individual to live with fear” (Williams et al 1998: 315).
Williams, Roberts and Hilliard have come up with a categorisation of
precautionary measures against crime and fear of crime. First of all, “personal
precautions are those methods that separate individuals from situations they perceive
to be dangerous”, for example by staying inside at night or by being more alert.
Second, “household access control measures limit opportunities for crime by making
entry to the home more difficult”, like alarm systems and window bars. Third,
“neighbourhood involvement measures limit crime by increasing community
vigilance” including neighbours looking out for one another and more formal
organisations like a block watch. Fourth, “crime prevention measures can be coproduced with professionals”, for example by cooperating with the police, local youth
workers or with private security companies (Williams et al. 1998: 314-315).
As we can see, personal precautions and household access control are
individualistic strategies, while neighbourhood involvement and co-produced
measures are collective strategies. Carpenter (1992: 94) states that many stressors and
coping activities take place in a social context. Social relations play an important role
in the way people cope with stressful situations. Williams, Roberts and Hilliard (1998:
314-315) consider collective action, particularly neighbourhood involvement, as the
most effective strategy to prevent both crime and fear of crime.
However,
they
argue that people are not inclined to seek help and support in their environment, if that
physical environment is part of the threat. In other words, if you consider your
neighbourhood to be unsafe, you don’t trust your neighbours enough to organise
collective action (Williams et al. 1998: 323). As said before, precautionary measures
are directed against both crime and fear of crime. Moser and McIlwaine (2004: 178)
point out that there are also coping strategies that have nothing to do with resolving
the problem that causes fear but are just a way to manage it. For example, denial can
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be a way to deal with violence without changing the situation that causes violence
(Moser & McIlwaine 2004: 178).
Poor people and more prosperous people use different strategies to cope with
problems like violence and the fear it causes. The reason for this is that they have
different coping resources. One strategy rich people in Latin America use, is both a
precautionary measure and a form of avoidance: they try to physically separate
themselves from their threatening environment. According to Caldeira (1992: 234),
modern cities are characterised by a separation of the social classes. While the middle
and upper classes live in centrally located well-equipped neighbourhoods, the poor
live in the periphery.
The “closed condominium” has become the predominant way of housing for
the upper and middle classes. Caldeira (1992: 292) distinguishes between two types:
vertical or horizontal. The latter consist of detached houses; the former of high-rise
apartment buildings. Both types offer shared facilities and services, including private
security. Visiting such a secured housing project involves dealing with private
security guards, identification, electronic gates and security cameras. Visitors are
looked upon with suspicion, especially when they don’t look like they belong in an
upper class condominium (Caldeira 1992: 290).
Martin Coy (2006: 12) states that closed condominiums or as he calls them,
“gated communities” reflect the “far-reaching socioeconomic changes and the
resulting socio-spatial differentiation of the Latin American city, which can be
described as a process of increasing urban fragmentation” (2006: 121). Coy goes on to
explain that the emergence of gated communities in the 1990’s was made possible by
neoliberal policies. On the one hand, the state became less involved in socioeconomic
and spatial development, which left room for private investors who built houses for
the elites and the urban middle class. On the other hand, globalisation had its
influence on the lifestyles of Latin American elites and gated communities met their
new demands regarding security and living comfort (Coy 2006: 122). The enclosed
living communities are designed to secure privacy and exclusivity and are like
“islands of wealth in oceans of poverty” (Coy 2006: 122).
Coy argues that the existence of these islands causes increasing urban
fragmentation, not only in a socioeconomic but also in a spatial sense (2006: 122123). Fear of crime is one of the reasons for the fact that people separate themselves
from the rest of society: “Walls go up everywhere, people close their doors and
windows, and enclose themselves in fortified enclaves in order to create a secure
place to live” (Caldeira 1992: 20). Urban fragmentation is also reflected in an unequal
distribution of violence throughout urban society. homicide, rape and other sorts of
violent crime rates occur more frequently in marginalised poor urban areas, while the
middle classes are much more exposed to violent assault, robberies and kidnappings
(Coy 2006: 124). As a result of this fragmentation, people create mental maps of their
environment on the basis of which they decide where it’s safe to go and where it’s
not. Some areas may be considered as “prohibited zones”, although this can very for
daytime or night time, for men or women (Caldeira 1992: 272-281).
Different levels of familiarity and security are attributed to different parts of
the city, but in general fear of violence tends to limit the use of all public space.
Public spaces are associated with danger and those who have the (financial)
possibilities restrict their activities to more secluded and controlled areas. Of course,
there are still people walking on the streets in modern cities, but it involves increasing
fear and more and more people move their activities to private spaces. In practise, this
means that inhabitants drastically limit their movements. Walking on the streets or in
10

public parks is avoided and most people, especially the middle and upper classes,
commute only by car. Shopping activities are concentrated in large shopping malls
and people prefer to stay home instead of going to the movies or the theatre (Caldeira
1992: 281-284).
Modernity and Security Policies
Crime and violence are phenomena that have always been part of human activity.
However, Ruiz, Illera and Manrique (2006: 21-22) are of the opinion that modern
societies have seen a proliferation of crime and violence. Through the process of
urbanisation, the world’s cities have become overpopulated. The fact that living
conditions in these cities are far from ideal has contributed to the intensification of
antisocial behaviour, reflected in a diminishing sense of community and social
cohesion. Social inhibitions are lost and violence is seen as a way to solve conflicts,
which causes increasing crime rates and makes crime an increasingly urban problem
(Ruiz et al. 21-22). Anthony Giddens (1990: 124-125) uses the notion of “risk” to
explain how the modern world has become less secure. He argues that the
globalisation of risk, as an element of modernity, has created a world in which threats
have increased in intensity and scale and in which people have become more aware of
these threats.
Globalisation also has its effects on violence and security perceptions. During
the Cold War, security threats stemmed from contradicting political views. In
countries under US influence, communism formed a clear and relatively visible
enemy. Nowadays, security threats are diffuse and it is much harder to identify them.
Criminal organisations not only operate at the local or national level, but their
extended networks threaten security on a global scale. In many cases these
developments coincide with a process of decentralisation, which changes the role of
the state and forces governments to fight more complex criminal activities with fewer
resources (Ruiz et al. 2006: 22-24).
Philosopher and former mayor of Bogotá Antanas Mockus (2001: 3) also
states that certain characteristics of modernity accommodate violent behaviour. In his
cultural approach, he discusses the divorce among three regulatory systems of
behaviour: law, morality and culture. The ideal situation would be that behaviour that
is morally accepted on an individual level is also culturally accepted and permitted by
law. However, in reality, behaviour that is morally accepted by a certain individual is
not always accepted by society or permitted by law. Furthermore, culturally accepted
behaviour can be morally disapproved or prohibited by law. Violence and corruption
are examples of this rupture between the three behaviour-regulating systems. In
modern societies, people tend to live by their own rules, which often don’t congregate
with those of society or the law (Mockus 2001: 3).
On the one hand, it seems that crime and violence are inherent to modern
societies. On the other hand, modernity is seen as creating a world in which human
beings can live a more secure life. Sociologists like Marx and Durkheim were of the
opinion that the creation of modern social institutions like, for example, the nationstate would eventually lead to a more humane social system (Giddens 1990: 7). Jorge
Larrain (2000: 195) argues that, in Latin America, modernity involves a renewed
interest in political democracy and human rights. However, he does not link this
process to a decrease of violence or the realisation of a more secure world. He also
sees the emergence of marginalised urban under classes as a feature of Latin
American modernity, although this does not necessarily mean an increase in urban
violence, because, according to Larrain (2000: 199-200), it can also lead to solidarity,
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reciprocity and mutual aid.
Whether modernity and violence are inseparable or not, scholars and
government officials have come up with possible solutions for the security problems
that plague the modern world. A term that is frequently used when speaking of
security policies is “citizen security”. Alberto Concha-Eastman (2002: 44-45) defines
this concept as “the right of all citizens […] to move freely and without fear, to know
that their objects and belongings will not be taken from them, that they will not be
fraudulently stripped of their goods, that they will not be intimidated and that they can
trust other human beings as they trust persons close to them”. This description and
Michaud’s definition of violence are partly overlapping. That’s why citizen security
can also be understood as “a democratic order that eliminates the threats of
violence…” This means that citizen security is part of one’s citizenship rights (Acero
2007).
Ruiz, Illera and Manrique (2006: 76-90) describe a number of policies aimed
at implementing citizen security. In the United States, security policies are often based
on the principle of “broken windows”. This theory claims that when a certain
neighbourhood is run-down (with, for example, broken windows that aren’t repaired),
this can lead to a feeling of insecurity. In order to reduce the sense of insecurity, it is
necessary to improve the physical environment of the neighbourhood. Furthermore,
policies based on the notion of “broken windows” seek to tighten social networks in
the neighbourhood in order to increase social control. Although this strategy doesn’t
entail direct measures against crime, it will improve people’s security perception
because their environment becomes less threatening. Ideally, this will eventually lead
to a living climate in which delinquents don’t feel at home (Ruiz et al. 2006: 76-78).
The policy of “zero tolerance” is based on the “broken windows” theory and
was first implemented in New York by mayor Guliani. This strategy aims at fighting
all antisocial behaviour. By instructing the police to punish small offences, such as
vandalism in public transport or ignoring a red traffic light, the authorities try to
prevent that these incivilities lead to criminal acts. In order to improve citizen’s
security perception, beggars, street vendors, and the people who wash windshields at
traffic lights are banned from the city because they install disorder (Ruiz et al. 2006:
78-82). In Latin America, the policy of mano dura is based on the same principles,
although this strategy is more repressive and sometimes even violates human rights.
Mano dura generally consists of a series of measures to facilitate the arrest and
conviction of gang members (Reisman 2006: 148)
In Chicago, the notion of “broken windows” was also used to develop security
policies, but in a different way than in New York. Authorities focused more on
citizen’s own responsibilities. The police tried to organise people who would work
together in order to improve security and infrastructure in their neighbourhood. This
strategy, called “community policing”, enabled citizen’s to discuss security problems
with the police during meetings that were held in all of the city’s districts. The
particularities of each district were taken into account. The intention of “community
policing” was to create an environment in which the police quickly recognised and
solved security problems together with citizens (Ruiz et al. 2006: 82-84).
In Europe, the American model as described above is often regarded
dangerous, because of the involvement of citizens in improving security. Making
people partly responsible for their own security can cause the creation of almost
paramilitary organisations and the privatisation of justice. In the European model,
crime is seen as “a situation of desocialisation” (Ruiz et al. 2006: 84). It is the task of
the state to prevent delinquency by improving the quality of life and by solving social
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problems that can lead to criminal behaviour. As we have seen before, Caroline Moser
(2004: 6) agrees with European policy makers, by saying that structural violence,
which includes social exclusion, injustice and inequality, can often lead to other forms
of violence and crime.
Besides the American and European model, there is a third model, which is
mostly used in developing countries. Strategies based on this model seek to install
citizens with habits that limit possibilities for individuals to commit a violent act.
These “healthy habits” restrict certain unwanted behaviour that can harm society. For
example, restricting the use of alcohol can prevent aggressive behaviour and
prohibiting people to carry arms can prevent violence. This model is not only based
on measures that restrict or prohibit certain behaviour but also on strategies to make
people conscious of their actions and to teach them to control themselves (Ruiz et al.
2006: 89-90).
In sum, violence entails a wide range of actions and situations with different
sorts of perpetrators, victims and motives. While fear and insecurity are seen as the
results of violence, (partial) state failure is considered both a cause and a result of
violence. As mentioned above, people develop coping strategies when they are faced
with situations of stress. There are a number of ways people can deal with violence
and fear, depending on once coping recourses. Although insecurity and violence are
sometimes seen as irrefutable elements of modernity, scholars and government
officials have developed security policies to establish citizen security. In the next
section, I will show how concepts like violence and fear influence Colombian society.

The Colombian Context
As we have seen, many forms of violence can exist in a given society. It is possible
that some sorts of violence form a serious problem, while others are absent. However,
it is also possible, as in Colombia, that all forms of violence are present at the same
time at the same place. Although crime rates are dropping, Colombia still has one of
the highest homicide rates and is considered one of the world’s most violent nations
(Moser & McIlwaine 2004: 41). In this section, I will elaborate on Colombia’s
security problems and the efforts of both national and local governments to tackle
these problems.
Armed Conflict and a Failed State
Colombia has a long history of political violence. From 1948 until 1958 conservative
and liberal elites fought each other during a civil war known as “La Violencia”.
Liberal guerrillas and conservative paramilitaries murdered entire villages. By 1953,
the conservative and the liberal parties decided to share political power with the
support of the Colombian military. After the formation of this National Front, levels
of violence between the two major power groups dropped (Schneider 2000: 790-792).
Leftist parties, labour unions and peasant movements were excluded from the
National Front. This situation led to the emergence of a communist rebellion with its
basis in the countryside. In 1966, the FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de
Colombia or Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia), the most important armed
movement in Colombia, was created. Other leftist groups, like the Cuba-oriented ELN
(Ejército de Liberación Nacional or National Liberation Army), the Maoist EPL
(Ejército Popular de Liberación or Popular Liberation Army) and the urban guerrilla
movement M19 (Movimiento 19 de Abril or 19th of April Movement), also took up
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arms which caused the political climate in Colombia to become more and more
violent (Schneider 2000: 792-795). In 1984, the government of Belisario Betancur
initiated a peace process with the guerrilla groups. Although M-19 eventually
demobilised, violence continued and the subsequent government of Virgilio Barco
decided to suspend the peace policy (Leal Buitrago 2004: 90-91).
During the 1980’s, narco-trafficking expanded and the rise of powerful drug
cartels led to more violence (Schneider 2000: 796). Powerful criminal organisations,
hired killers and armed youth gangs were, and still are, fuelled by the drug trade
(Moser & McIlwaine 2004: 43). Narco-trafficking also supported the emergence of
paramilitary groups. The paramilitaries protected the interests of rich cattle ranchers
and drug lords and had ties with the Colombian military. Paramilitary organisations
massacred farmers and murdered judges, magistrates, politicians and other public
figures.
During the following decade, paramilitary activity increased and a national
level organisation, the AUC (Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia or United SelfDefence Groups of Colombia), was created in 1997. Meanwhile, the Pastrana
government (1998-2002) initiated a new effort to come to a peace agreement with the
FARC. Pastrana allowed the FARC to control a part of the area they had conquered,
through the creation of a “demilitarised zone”. However, the guerrilla group used this
area to keep the people they kidnapped and to train new recruits. Eventually, the
FARC refused to lay down arms and in 2002 the government decided to end the peace
negotiations (Leal Buitrago 2004: 91-100).
Of course, political violence is not the only form of violence that occurs in
Colombia. Criminal organisations, hired killers and youth gangs all cause serious
security problems. Moser and McIlwaine state that, although it is difficult to
distinguish politically motivated violence from other sorts of violence, “over 95
percent of homicides are not linked directly with the state-guerrilla confrontation”
(2004: 43). Sometimes the state’s security forces themselves add to a sense of
insecurity among Colombian citizens, since they are one of the major perpetrators of
institutional violence (Restrepo 2004: 173).
Luis Alberto Restrepo (2004: 173-174) argues that the state’s monopoly of
legitimate force has been eroded. He even speaks of “a partial collapse of the state”,
although in large portions of the Colombian territory, the state has never even been
present. According to Restrepo, the weakness of the state caused wide sectors of
society to take justice into their own hands (Restrepo 2004: 173-174). Various armed
actors have developed their own alternative forms of governance and protection,
including private security firms, informal militias and gangs (Moser & McIlwaine
2004: 44).
In the big Colombian cities, the legitimate state forces are often less absent,
compared to the countryside. With the exception of Medellín, political violence
manifests itself on smaller scale than in rural areas, where mass killings are no
exception. The urban population is confronted with more isolated activities, such as
assassinations, forced disappearances, kidnappings and terrorist attacks by guerrilla
groups or paramilitaries. While the armed conflict affects the countryside more than
the cities, problems related to crime are more serious in urban areas than in rural
regions where illegal armed organisations leave little room for common criminals
(Restrepo 2004: 177-178).
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Uribe’s Democratic Security Policy
By 2002, the Colombian electorate considered insecurity as the country’s greatest
problem. This helped Álvaro Uribe to win the presidential elections. He ran for the
presidency as an independent candidate after he left the Liberal Party (PL). Uribe’s
election meant a break with Colombia’s political history, during which the legacy of
the National Front remained apparent and the PL and the Conservative Party (PC)
alternately took power (Posada Carbó 2006: 80).
In his election campaign, Álvaro Uribe focused on his policies on security and
the armed conflict, particularly with respect to the leftist guerrilla. Unlike some of his
predecessors, Uribe was convinced that there was no point in negotiating with the
FARC until they would lay down arms as the result of military actions. He criticised
president Pastrana’s security policies, especially the existence of the “demilitarised
zone” (Dugas 2003: 1126-1127). Although Uribe also denounced the violent activities
of paramilitaries, he kept his fiercest criticism for the FARC:
Who produces the hostilities? The guerrillas. They attack civilians, the public security
forces, infrastructure; they kidnap; they are involved in drug trafficking. When I speak of
stopping hostilities, I’m referring to their suspending of all of these crimes. To negotiate
a stoppage of hostilities is to continue to give them opportunities to keep on assassinating
and kidnapping people (Dugas 2003: 1127).

After the successful 2002 elections, Uribe was able to implement his security
policies, starting from the principle of “democratic security”. This meant that all
citizens had the right to be protected against violence by the state. Uribe was of the
opinion that this was necessary to guarantee the survival of democratic institutions.
Therefore he used the term “democratic security” (Shifter & Jawahar 2004: 144).
Perhaps the most important objective of Uribe’s security policy was de consolidation
of state power in the whole of Colombia. Plan Patriota, a military initiative to regain
areas controlled by the FARC, formed the spearhead of this plan. To facilitate his
strategy, Uribe expanded the capacity of the armed forces and the police by increasing
the percentage of the national budget spent on security (Shifter & Jawahar 2004: 144).
While the Uribe government launched a military attack against the FARC, it chose to
negotiate with the paramilitaries. This strategy led the AUC to enter into a process of
Demobilisation, Disarmament and Reintegration (DDR).
Looking at data about crime and violence in Colombia, one can conclude that
Uribe’s democratic security policy has been successful. For example, Colombia’s
homicide rate2 has nearly been halved between 2002 and 2006 (see figure 1). In 2006,
the homicide rate was lower than in other Latin-American countries such as El
Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras (Observatorio Centroamericano sobre Violencia
2007). The situation concerning kidnappings has also improved significantly (see
figure 2). Compared to the previous two governments of Samper (1994-1998) and
Pastrana (1998-2002), considerably less kidnappings took place during Uribe’s first
administration (2002-2006).

2

Number of homicides per year, per 100,000 inhabitants.
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Figure 1:
Homicide Rates Colombia 1994-2006

(Fundación Seguridad y Democracia 2006: 5)

Figure 2:
Number of Kidnappings Colombia per Administration

(Fundación Seguridad y Democracia 2006: 14)

Shifter and Jawahar (2004: 148) state that “the decline in nationwide
indicators of violence has been nothing less than incredible”. According to Michael
Spagat (2006: 3-4), the demobilisation of paramilitary groups has contributed to the
improvement of the security situation. Since the initiation of the DDR process, the
number of murders has decreased in areas were paramilitaries were active.
Nevertheless, Spagat acknowledges that although a total of 17,000 weapons have been
handed in by paramilitary groups, they still have a substantial amount of military
equipment. Furthermore, he expects that many demobilised paramilitaries will remain
armed and will continue to be involved in crime and drug trafficking (Spagat 2006: 25)
On 26 May 2008 Álvaro Uribe was re-elected. The amendments made to the
Constitution in 2004 enabled the first re-election of a president in the history of the
Colombian Republic. Uribe won 62 percent of the votes, while the number two only
won 22 percent. Eduardo Posada Carbó (2006: 85) explains Uribe’s second electoral
victory by stating that he was seen as the most qualified candidate to tackle
Colombia’s security problems, such as violence committed by guerrillas,
paramilitaries, drug cartels and “common” criminals. The results of both presidential
elections show that between 2002 and 2006, Uribe was able to gain the support of an
added two million voters (Posada Carbó 2006: 80-82). As we will see, the majority of
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my research population is favourable towards Uribe and his policy. This is hardly
suprising, since most of his electoral support came from Colombia’s middle and upper
classes (Dugas 2003: 1129-1130).
Although Uribe’s democratic security helped him to secure the re-election,
there are also people who criticise the way his government tries to solve security
problems. The UNHCR3, foreign diplomats and human rights organisations argue that
Uribe ignores the humanitarian consequences of his security measures (International
Crisis Group 2003: 16). Hanson and Romero Penna (2005: 22-23) are of the opinion
that Uribe’s democratic security policy limits civil and political rights for all
Colombians. In order to increase their efficiency, the armed forces and the police have
been granted more power, to the extent that the judiciary lost its power to hold the
military responsible for their actions (Shifter en Jawahar 2004: 148-149).
Another subject of discussion was Uribe’s persistence to change the
Constitution in order to enable his re-election in 2006. This amendment led to
concerns about the concentration of power in the executive branch (Shifter & Jawahar
2004: 148-149). Furthermore, Colombia’s Supreme Court questions the legitimacy of
the constitutional changes, since various congressmen seem to be bribed to support
the decision (El Tiempo 27 June 2008). Uribe is also accused of having ties with
paramilitary organisations and drug cartels. Between 2002 and 2006, a number of
Uribe’s political allies have been found guilty of involvement in narco-trafficing.
After suspicious flows of money were revealed, critics claim that Uribe funded his
electoral campaigns with drug money (Mondragón 2007: 43).
Citizen Security: The Case of Bogotá
As discussed above, the Latin American city is characterised by an unequal
distribution of violence and crime throughout its territory. This is also the case in
Bogotá. Insecurity in the capital is highest in neighbourhoods where people are
socially marginalised, where illegal activities, such as drug trafficking and
prostitution, are common and where infrastructural facilities, such as lighting, are
absent or inadequate (Centro de Recursos para el Análisis de Conflictos 2005: 8-10).
Although violence levels in the city’s poor neighbourhoods are still among the highest
in the world, Bogotá as a whole has become safer over the past years.
Since 1993, security has been one of the main priorities for Bogotá’s
municipal government. During the past one and a half decade, some changes have
been made to provide an administrative climate in which security policies could be
implemented. The available resources for the development of both preventive and
repressive security programmes have been increased. Furthermore, security has
become the responsibility of the local government, rather than just a police matter,
and security issues have become institutionalised. This means that concrete policies
have been formulated, including a clear approach and detailed objectives for the
police and the judicial system (Sanchez et al. 2003: 14-15).
Antanas Mockus (mayor in 1995-1997 and 2001-2003) and Enrique Peñalosa
(mayor in 1998-2000) have been very successful in reducing crime rates. For
example, Bogotá’s homicide rate4 has been reduced from 59 in 1995 to 28 in 2002, at
a time when homicide rates in the rest of the country were still rising (Ortiz 2003).
Sanchez, Espinosa and Rivas (2003: 14-17) state that Bogotá’s security policies
during this period were characterised by three categories of security measures. First of
3
4

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.
Number of homicides per year, per 100,000 inhabitants.
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all, garrotte (stick) measures to punish all offenders by increasing police presence and
improving the capacity of judicial authorities. Second, measures based on the theory
of ventanas rotas (broken windows) aimed at recapturing public space and involving
citizens in security policies. Third, zanahoria (carrot) measures to install a “culture of
citizenship” by educating people and by limiting the use of alcohol, firearms and other
risk factors (Sanchez et al. 2003: 14-17).
As we can see, these security policies were based on a combination of all of
the three models discussed above. The American “broken windows” model was used
to enlarge citizen participation and to improve the accessibility of public space. The
European model, aimed at preventing crime by tackling social problems, was used to
educate people in order to improve social relations. The third alternative, restricting
unwanted behaviour that could lead to violence and crime, was applied by limiting the
use of alcohol, fireworks and firearms and by ordering early closing times for bars and
liquor stores.
The Colombian civil war is a major contributor to Colombian society’s violent
condition. Guerrilla armies, paramilitary organizations and the security forces all use
force to protect their interests. The drug trade provides both the financial means and
new motives to keep fighting. Both national and local governments have tried to stop
the spiral of violence. These attempts were not entirely without success, but insecurity
remains a problem for many Colombians. In the next section, I will discuss the sorts
of violence that upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá encountered and I will
outline the consequences of this violence.

Violence and Bogotá’s Upper-middle Class
We have seen that, in Colombia, a wide range of armed actors causes violence and
insecurity. However, not all parts of the country are equally affected by these
phenomena. For example, the situation in Colombia’s cities is different entirely
different from the situation on the countryside. In this section, I will attend to the
subject of my field research: violence among upper-middle class inhabitants of
Bogotá. I will show how members of the upper-middle class encountered various
forms of economic and political violence. Furthermore, I will argue that these
encounters with violence led to fear and distrust among Bogotá’s upper-middle class.
Economic Violence
Scholars have tried to categorise violence in many different ways. Caroline
Moser
(2004:5) makes a useful distinction between political, institutional, economic and
social violence. Political violence includes guerrilla conflict, paramilitary conflict,
political assassinations, and armed conflict between political parties. It is caused by a
desire to obtain or maintain political power. Institutional violence is committed by
formal or informal institutions. Formal institutions entail state institutions like the
police and the military, while informal institutions can include vigilante groups.
Moser sees economic violence as crime related violence like carjacking, robbery, and
kidnapping and as motivated by material gain. Social violence entails interpersonal
violent acts directed against spouses and children and sexual assault of women and
children (2004:5).
Moser and McIlwaine (2004: 60-64) state that these different forms of
violence are overlapping and interrelated. The same violent act can be committed for
different reasons and therefore can be grouped under more than one category. For
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example, Moser (2004: 5) mentions kidnapping when discussing economic violence.
However, in the Colombian context, kidnapping is often used by guerrilla
organisations as a way to exercise political pressure. Furthermore, different types of
violence can reinforce each other. For example, intra-family (social) violence can lead
young men to leave home and join a youth gang, whose working methods often
involve acts of economic violence (2004: 60-64). Social violence didn’t form part of
my research in Bogotá, as it normally takes place in the private rather than the public
sphere and therefore needs a different approach.
The sorts of violence that upper-middle class inhabitants in Bogotá directly
encountered were mostly forms of economic violence associated with petty street
crime. Street robberies or robberies in public transportation (buses, taxis) were
considered as the biggest security problem in Bogotá, although most people from the
upper-middle class hardly ever used public transportation. The Transmilenio,
Bogotá’s main bus system, was generally seen by upper-middle class inhabitants as
very unsafe, because of theft and robberies that took place in the buses and stations. In
most cases, robbers picked their victims’ pockets, didn’t use violence and just stole
cell phones and wallets.
A number of people told me that it was unsafe to take a taxi on the street
because of the so-called paseo milionario. This means that the taxi driver, usually
with the help of one or more accomplices, takes all the victim’s valuables and forces
him or her to withdraw large amounts of cash from several cash dispensers. Taxi
drivers were generally considered unreliable and dangerous. One of my informants, a
40 year old staff member of a big Colombian airline company, had a good reason to
distrust taxi drivers:
I’ve been robbed twice, once when I was walking on the street and once while I was
driving my car. Two taxis forced me into the kerb. The drivers carried guns and told me
to get out of the car. Then they stole my car and my bank cards and forced me to give
them the codes5.

According to upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá, the things that are stolen
during street robberies are mostly money, cell phones, jewellery and sometimes
jackets or shoes. A number of people told me that they were robbed while driving
their car. In most cases, the attacker broke the window of the car when the driver was
waiting in front of a traffic light and stole a bag or purse that was lying in the car.
While most robberies were committed using a knife, some of the victims I spoke with
have had a gun pointed at them.
Although in most cases the attacker(s) didn’t use physical violence, the majority
of my informants told me that the aggression they encountered when being robbed
affected them more than the loss of their possessions. As we have seen in a previous
section, violence doesn’t always have to be a physical act (Yves Michaud 1988, cited
in Vargas Velásquez 1993: 144-145). This means that such robberies, as well as
burglaries and thefts, are violent crimes and therefore have certain consequences for
the daily lives of Bogotá’s upper-middle class, even though they are committed
without using physical force. The possible consequences of these violent crimes, such
as fear and distrust, will be discussed later on.
Almost all upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá I spoke with had been
victim of a violent crime at least once. Some of them had been robbed several times.
Most robberies took place at night, when it was dark and there were less people on the
5

Interview with Hugo R., 24 April 2008.
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street. Besides robberies, burglaries in houses, apartment buildings, shops and offices
occured quite often, particularly in better neighbourhoods, despite the fact that houses
and apartment buildings were well protected.
Official data about crime and violence in Bogotá support these conclusions
drawn from observations and interviews with upper-middle class inhabitants of
Bogotá. According to a research that was carried out in 2007 by the Cámara de
Comercio (Chamber of Commerce) in Bogotá, robberies and burglaries in both
residential and commercial buildings were the most common crimes in Bogotá. In
Chapinero, the neighbourhood where most of my research activities took place,
robberies were by far the biggest security problem as well, followed by burglaries6.
Political violence
The type of violence that is usually associated with Colombia is political violence.
Guerrilla warfare, paramilitary activity, assassinations and bombings seem to be
intrinsic to Colombia’s lingering armed conflict. However, not all Colombian citizens
are equally affected by these forms of political violence. Most upper-middle class
inhabitants in Bogotá didn’t really have to deal with the country’s problems
concerning illegal armed groups, because the conflict doesn’t carry as far as the
capital’s better neighbourhoods. According to the municipality in Bogotá, for
example, there were no organised guerrilla groups in the localidad of Chapinero nor
was there a substantial paramilitary presence. However, extortion by members of
paramilitary groups was something that occasionally occured in Chapinero. Moreover,
the municipality acknowledged that due to its economic and financial importance to
the country, Chapinero is a potential target for terrorist bombings7.
Indeed, during the 1980’s and 1990’s Bogotá’s better neighbourhoods
regularly were the scene of political violence. Guerrilla organisations and powerful
drug cartels bombed bars and shopping malls and assassinated people on the streets.
One upper-middle class inhabitant of Bogotá remembered this period and said:
In the 80’s and 90’s there were many assassinations on the streets. We saw it on the news
every day. Members of drug cartels used motorcycles for drive-by shootings. The killers
were never arrested. There were also a lot more bombings than nowadays, especially in
shopping malls8.

Although during the time of my research political assassinations and bomb attacks
were no longer on the order of the day, people still had to deal with measures to
prevent terrorism. For example, in shopping malls and office buildings, there were
several security guards who checked your bag and the trunk of your car. Nonetheless,
most people didn’t consider bomb attacks a real danger anymore. As one of my
informants put it:
Nowadays people are not really afraid of terrorism anymore. The measures that are taken
at shopping malls and office buildings are mainly preventive. During the 1990’s, drug
cartels and the FARC did commit bombings on a regular basis in Bogotá9.

The bombing that all of my informants remembered and that always came up
when talking about terrorist attacks took place five years ago with the bombing of the
6

Based on information distributed by the Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá.
Based on information distributed by the Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá.
8
Interview with Mauricio P., 12 February 2008.
9
Interview with Pablo Casas, 25 February 2008.
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El Nogal club. On 7 February 2003, a car bomb exploded in the parking garage of the
exclusive club in northern Bogotá, killing 36 people and injuring more than 200. The
El Nogal club was frequented by Colombia’s political elite and foreign diplomats.
Therefore, the Colombian government believed the attack was politically motivated
and blamed the FARC. However, the guerrilla organisation denied responsibility
(BBC News 2003).
The El Nogal club after the bombing.

(BBC News 2003)

On 15 November of the same year, another target in northern Bogotá was hit
by terrorists. This time, a grenade attack from a motorcycle caused two deaths and
injured over 70 people in the Zona Rosa, a popular up-scale entertainment district. A
FARC member, who later confessed that he launched the grenades, targeted a bar
visited by foreigners and the capital’s well-off named the Bogotá Beer Company (El
Tiempo 17 November 2003). Nearly five years later, this same bar was crowded again
almost every night. Some of my informants visited The Bogotá Beer Company in the
Zona Rosa, seemingly without fear of a new attack.
The Bogotá Beer Company after the attack.

(BBC News 2003)

Although the majority of the upper-middle class in Colombia’s capital runs
little risk of becoming victim of political violence, there are also wealthier people who
are directly affected by the conflict. People with financial resources are potential
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victims of kidnappings by illegal armed groups. Some of my informants’ family
members had been kidnapped by the guerrilla. However, these kidnappings usually
occured outside the city. In general, the chances of encountering the consequences of
Colombia's armed conflict are greater beyond the city limits, when people leave
Bogotá on business or to spend their holiday on the countryside.
The situation on the countryside and the major Colombian roads changed
drastically in 2002 when Álvaro Uribe won the presidential elections. His policy of
“democratic security” provided the upper-middle class with renewed opportunities to
travel by car and to visit parts of the country that were inaccessible for a long time.
Before 2002, it was impossible to drive from one city to another or to go on holiday
by car. A student from Bogotá explained that when he was younger he always made
field trips with his school to places outside of Bogotá. When the situation in Colombia
deteriorated during the 1990’s, it was no longer possible to leave the city and to go for
example to Villa de Leyva, a colonial town north of Bogotá and a popular holiday
destination for people in the capital.
The security problems outside the big cities were caused by both guerrillas and
paramilitaries who put up road blocks and kidnapped politically or economically
“valuable” travellers. Furthermore, guerrilla groups and paramilitary organisations
controlled large parts of the country. This had consequences for upper-middle class
inhabitants of Bogotá, as one of my informants made clear:
My family owned a country residence in the plains east of Bogotá. During Pastrana’s
presidency it wasn’t safe to go there because there would be road blocks by the FARC
and the paramilitaries. Besides that, the FARC killed the country residence’s caretaker
and seized the estate10.

After 2002, the Colombian government made sure that the main roads were
guarded by the army and some of the areas previously occupied by guerrillas or
paramilitaries are now controlled by the state. It is again possible to travel by car and
many Colombians take the opportunity to travel their country. On Sundays there are
traffic jams in Bogotá because everyone wants to leave the city to spend their free day
outside the capital. During weekends and holidays, popular destinations like Villa de
Leyva and Cartagena are crowded with tourists, many of them from Bogotá.
Nonetheless, after years of road blocks and terrorist attacks it took the Uribe
administration some time to convince Colombians that the roads were safe again. At
first people travelled from one city to another in convoys of a few hundred cars
guarded by the army. Now, most people are confident enough to travel on all the main
roads, where there are army guard posts every few kilometres.
Of course, there are still place in Colombia that are very unsafe because of the
armed conflict. However, these are mostly remote rural areas. Most upper-middle
class inhabitants of Bogotá have no business there. Nonetheless, most of my
informants were aware of the fact that there is guerrilla and paramilitary activity
within the city limits as well. In the poor neighbourhoods in the south of the city,
illegal armed groups are still present. These neighbourhoods are also the places where
most internally displaced people live. Therefore, the lives of people who live there are
more affected by the conflict than those of the capital’s more prosperous inhabitants. I
will elaborate on the differences between Bogotá’s rich and poor neighbourhoods later
on.
Although most upper-middle class inhabitants don’t have to deal with the
10

Interview with Andrés M., 17 March 2008.
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armed conflict directly when living in the city, the conflict is something that has
certain consequences for the whole of Colombia. Even the people who don’t seem to
be affected by political violence worried about the armed conflict and had to cope
with it one way or another. Consequently, the country’s ongoing war is an important
subject of conversation. Everyone had an opinion about the conflict which normally
corresponded with certain political views. Bogotá’s upper-middle class was mainly of
the opinion that the armed struggle has lasted long enough and that it’s no longer an
ideological battle but rather a search for money and power by drug lords and other
criminals.
Most of my informants were sick of political violence and said that the conflict
keeps Colombia from being a developed country. They felt that the general socioeconomic situation in Colombia would be much better without the armed conflict.
Political violence requires tax money to cover Colombia’s large military expenses and
it harms the country’s competitive position and its climate for investment while the
internally displaced population contributes to urban poverty. This caused one of my
informants, a middle-aged man, to comment:
The middle classes in Bogotá don’t really have anything to do with the conflict but we
are caught in the middle. We are the ones who abide by the law but we do have to pay for
the violence. That’s why the conflict worries me. It harms the country economically11.

According to the majority of my informants, the demonstration of 4 February
2008, when more than one million people in Bogotá protested against the outrages
committed by the FARC, particularly the kidnappings, showed that people in Bogotá
worried about the conflict and wanted it to end (see box 1). Some members of the
upper-middle class even participated in the demonstration themselves and considered
it an important event because it meant a break with the past when there was no
widespread public protest against violence. Nonetheless, a security and violence
expert of the Fundación Ideas Para la Paz in Bogotá put the importance of the
demonstration into perspective:
More and more people worry about the Colombian armed conflict. The demonstration of
4 February showed that this is the case. However, there is still a lot of indifference in
Bogotá. Because many people don’t have to deal with the conflict, they don’t have an
opinion about it. This is a reoccurring phenomenon in Bogotá. Most people just want a
good job and a good life and are not very concerned about the armed conflict12.

This informant’s view is supported by Luis Alberto Restrepo (2004: 180-181) who
states that violence and fear shorten the individual and collective futures of
Colombian. This means that most people in Colombia live from day to day. The upper
and middle classes only aspire to improve their living conditions without investing
their personal savings. Their desires entail a new house, a bigger car or a more
expensive television. On a national level, the government’s economic and political
policies are based on short-term strategies to deal with insecurity and violence instead
of more structural policies aimed at developing the country (Restrepo 2004: 180-181).
As said before, distinctions between different sorts of violence are not always
as clear as they might seem. In Colombia, for example, it is hard to establish
categorical differences between political and economic violence. The same goes for
organised crime and petty crime (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2006:
11
12

Interview with Hugo R., 24 April 2008.
Interview with Gerson Arias, 27 February 2008.
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16). This notion was shared by the Urban Security and Police Coordinator of the
Fundación Seguridad y Democracía. He explained that there is often a connection
between the conflict and “normal” crime, because in Colombia almost all illegal
activities are organised and controlled by armed groups (guerrilla organisations,
paramilitary groups or drug cartels). According to this urban security expert, “there
are few free-lance criminals in Colombia”13.

Box 1: The Demonstration of 6 March
During the demonstration on 4 February 2008, more than a million people took to the street in
Bogotá to protest against the leftist guerrilla organisation FARC. Among them, there were many
members of the upper-middle class. This demonstration was seen as an indication that the
people who don’t have to deal directly with the conflict are not entirely indifferent towards it.
On 6 March, another demonstration was organised, this time against violence committed by the
paramilitaries and the state. The march had a different character and was attended by a few
hundred thousand people, mainly consisting of social and humanitarian NGO’s and leftist
students. Members of the upper-middle class didn’t participate because it was not their kind of
event.
First of all, the cause of the demonstration, paramilitary and state violence, is not the
upper-middle class’ major concern. When upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá discussed
the armed conflict, most of them talked about the FARC without mentioning the paramilitaries.
It seemed that the upper-middle class in Bogotá is more concerned about kidnappings by the
guerrilla than about, for example, massacres committed by the paramilitaries. The reason for
this difference could be that my informants saw the guerrilla as the most important cause of the
conflict while the existence of paramilitaries was regarded more as a consequence of the armed
struggle.
The participants of the 6 March demonstration clearly expressed the fact that their
political views are different than those of the majority of the upper-middle class. They carried
banners accusing president Uribe of being a fascist and a war criminal, while most members of
the upper-middle class stand behind his policies. Furthermore, there were signs of support for
Venezuela’s leftist president Hugo Chavez, while my informants accuse him of supporting the
FARC. The absence of upper-middle class inhabitants at the demonstration of 6 March showed
that although they do worry about the conflict, they often have a distinct political outlook
regarding its causes and possible solutions.

Participants of the 4 February march

Participants of the 6 March
demonstration

13

Interview with Pablo Casas, 25 February 2008.
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Fear and Distrust
Violence has certain consequences for the daily lives of all upper-middle class
inhabitants of Bogotá. Luis Alberto Restrepo (2004:179-183) states that in Colombian
society, violence causes a fragmentation of space. Fear keeps inhabitants of the
country’s major cities from travelling within their city, let alone from one city to
another. Spatial fragmentation has made it hard to maintain social networks and
therefore has damaged social capital (Restrepo 2004: 179- 183). Of course, the Uribe
government has made some progress in securing important highways, which made
travelling less dangerous. Nevertheless, violence causes restrictions regarding
mobility.
The most important restriction that affects people’s lives is that Colombians,
and particularly inhabitants of Bogotá, don't tend to make use of public space. Public
space is seen as an uncontrolled place where most crimes and violent acts take place.
This idea of vulnerability is not entirely unfounded. Data from a survey about
perceptions of security and victimisation conducted by the Cámara de Comercio in
2007, suggest that 66 per cent of all crimes in Bogotá are committed in public space.
According to this same survey, 40 per cent of Bogotá’s inhabitants thinks public
streets are not safe because of crime and 44 per cent is of the opinion that public
transport is unsafe.
These dangers, both perceived and real, limit the upper-middle class’
opportunities to enjoy their leisure activities. Most people don't like to walk outside,
especially at night. For example, when people go shopping they prefer to go to closed
and secure shopping malls. In these malls, there are several security guards who check
your bag and the trunk of your car. These measures are taken to prevent bomb attacks
by the guerrilla or the drug cartels, although nobody considers this a real danger
anymore. Generally, my informants felt safer shopping in a big mall than just going to
shops in public streets, where anyone can just walk in and out. One member of the
upper-middle class explained how he tried to avoid walking in public areas:
I don’t like to walk outside, I prefer going out by car. Especially at night I try to stay at
home. When I do go out by foot, I always make sure I’m back home before ten PM. I live
close to the park, but after dark I avoid the park because it’s very unsafe14.

As outlined earlier, Teresa Caldeira (1992: 277-284) observed these same
developments – the limited use of public space and the practical restrictions it entails
– in her study on violence, fear and social segregation in São Paulo.
Bogotá’s upper-middle class inhabitants like to go out for a drink or something
to eat. However, the places they visit are often guarded by private security personnel.
Most up-scale bars, restaurants and clubs have security guards to keep unwanted
visitors out. The same goes for office buildings. Large companies and government
institutions protect their offices by taking security measures. They hire one or more
security guards and install metal detectors. These are the implications of Bogotá’s
security problems that upper-middle class inhabitants encounter when they go to
work.
Besides the fact that violence limits people’s mobility, it can also have more
personal consequences. As we have seen before violence can lead to fear (Moser:
2004: 4). There are certainly upper-middle class inhabitants in Bogotá who are scared
of becoming victim of a violent act. However, not everyone is equally afraid.
Generally speaking, I noticed a difference between older people and younger people.
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For example, older people who have a job, a house and a family are more afraid of
being robbed. They don’t feel safe in the (better) neighbourhoods where they live, and
considered Bogotá a very unsafe city.
A large part of my informants named their personal experiences with violence
in the past as the most important cause of their fear. However, victimisation is not the
only factor that contributes to a sense of insecurity among the upper-middle class. For
many people the possibility of being victimised is enough to make them feel unsafe.
This view corresponds with a study from the Universidad de Los Andes in Bogotá
about perceptions of security which shows that the number of people that have been
victim of a certain crime is in general significantly lower than the number of people
that are afraid of the same crime (Moreno & Restrepo 2007: 181).
As it appears, in some cases, fear of crime can be a bigger problem than crime
itself. People often feel unsafe because they hear about what happened to other
people, without being victimised themselves. Rumours often contribute to a sense of
insecurity. The stories of family members, friends and neighbours cause anxiety, even
if one doesn’t even know the victim (Ruiz et al. 2006: 76-77). A neighbourhood
leader commented on this matter as follows:
When people feel unsafe, a notion of insecurity spreads all over the neighbourhood.
People scare each other with their stories about all the things that can happen to you15.

As mentioned above, the majority of the younger people (mostly students) has
a different perception of security. Usually, they feel safe in their neighbourhood and
therefore take less precautions than the people who say that they are afraid of violence
and crime. These students often stated that Bogotá is not different than any other big
city in the world. Bogotá can be dangerous, but in other cities you can get robbed as
well. For example, one informant, who spent a year studying in England, told me that
he was robbed twice in London while he was never robbed in Bogotá. Some people
were even of the opinion that, compared to other Latin American cities such as
Caracas and Rio de Janeiro, Bogotá is actually quite safe. This idea is supported by
the Fundación Seguridad y Democracia (2008), which claims that Bogotá is one of
the safest cities in the Americas. However, even upper-middle class inhabitants who
don’t feel unsafe take certain measures to prevent being victimised. I will go deeper
into this subject in the next section.
Some people in Bogotá, both security experts and members of the uppermiddle class, thought that the reason why violence and crime causes fear among
inhabitants of Bogotá is that Colombians tend to worry about things like security. One
of them stated that being afraid of bad things that can happen to you is part of
Colombian culture and that worrying about security is something that Colombians are
used to:
People in Bogotá are more afraid than people in other cities or in other countries. I think
that has to do with culture. Here, it’s normal for people to worry. Not about the
possibility of being killed or anything, but about the fact that there’s always the risk of
being robbed and that your house is never safe from burglars16.

However, this inclination to be preoccupied with security could also be a result
of Colombian society’s violent history rather than a cultural characteristic in an
15
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essentialist sense, which would mean that violence and fear of violence has become a
lasting and undeniable part of Colombian society.
Although for many upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá the possibility of
becoming victim of a violent act leads to a certain amount of fear, this doesn’t mean
that we can speak of a “society of fear”. Insecurity and anxiety as a result of violence
are not predominant emotions, which is the case, as we have seen, in a society
controlled by fear (Koonings & Kruijt 1999: 16-19). Most upper-middle class
inhabitants of Bogotá lead a life that is not very different from the ones people lead in
big cities in other, supposedly safer parts of the world. They were conscious of the
fact that violence is something they can encounter at all times. Nonetheless, most of
my informants were of the opinion that it is possible to have a good and comfortable
life in Bogotá:
Bogotá can be a dangerous city. Still, I’m very happy to live here. In spite of the
problems we have, people in Bogotá and the whole of Colombia are very friendly and
open. Friendship and happiness help us to cope with the unpleasant things. This is true
for all Colombians, even the people who live in poverty17.

As explained earlier, violence and fear often lead to distrust. The construction
of an “Other”, which is seen as the cause of insecurity and is therefore distrusted, can
be a way to cope with fear (Reguillo 2002: 199-200). In the case of Bogotá, uppermiddle class inhabitants often regard people living in the poor neighbourhoods in the
south as the Other. In Colombia’s capital, large income differences exist between the
better neighbourhoods in the north and the poor and underdeveloped parts of the city
in the south. These differences are seen by the majority of the upper-middle class as
one of the reasons for the occurrence of violence in Bogotá. Many people stated that
almost all robberies and burglaries in Bogotá, both in the north and in the south, are
committed by poor people from the south.
Although most of my informants understood that, like in most Latin American
cities, poverty inevitably leads to violence and crime, people from the south are
generally distrusted because of this. Furthermore, people seem to distrust homeless
people and beggars, because they believe most of them use drugs and therefore are
unpredictable. A middle-aged woman, who lives in one of Bogotá’s better
neighbourhoods, commented on this matter:
Social inequality and poverty are the most important causes of insecurity in Bogotá. The
people from the south of the city commit crimes in this neighbourhood. Poor people with
no education and few employment opportunities come to this part of the city to earn a
little money. Some of them use drugs. This is what causes crime here18.

An example of the fact that upper-middle class inhabitants associate poverty
with crime and violence is their attitude towards the poor people in their own
environment. During a meeting of the neighbourhood organisation in one of Bogotá’s
better neighbourhoods, one of the topics of the meeting was the new recycling system
that was set up by the municipality. Most of the people who attended the meeting
were in favour of the new system because they thought it would improve security in
the neighbourhood. After all, the new system would get rid of the recicladores, poor
people who separate garbage on the streets and bring it to the recycle centres.
Although one of the people who were present said that the recicladores didn’t harm
17
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anyone, the other people who attended the meeting insisted that the presence of the
recicladores made them feel less secure19.
In this case, no one had ever been attacked or robbed by any of the
recicladores. It was solely the perceived relationship between poverty and crime that
made them fear these “invaders” from the poor south. Many of my informants also
complained about street vendors in their neighbourhood, saying that they cause
insecurity because they are hanging out on the street all day. In general, Bogotá’s poor
people are seen as unwanted visitors in the wealthier parts of the city. One of my
informants even admitted that the people who are well-off often hold prejudices
against people from lower social classes:
There is not much racism in Colombia. We accept and respect people from different
ethnical backgrounds. But there are many people from the middle and upper classes who
look down on poor people. People with a different socio-economic background are
regarded unsophisticated and dangerous. There is a lot of social exclusion. Poor young
people have difficulties getting an education and finding a good job20.

Upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá not only distrust people from lower
social classes. One of my informants said that people in Bogotá don’t trust strangers
because they are afraid of being deceived or swindled. Other people stated that bad
experiences in the past taught them to be suspicious, although most of these
experiences happened to other people instead of themselves.
In sum, robberies and burglaries were the sorts of violence that Bogotá’s
upper-middle class encountered most. Many of my informants had been victimised
several times. Most upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá were not affected by
political violence in a direct way. However, the armed conflict is definitely something
they worried and had an opinion about. The possibility of becoming victim of a
violent act brought about fear and distrust, which caused certain restrictions, like the
limited use of public space. In the next section I will discuss how members of the
upper-middle class dealt with violence and its consequences.

Coping Strategies among Bogotá’s Upper-middle Class
As outline earlier, there are many different ways in which people try to cope with
violence and the fear it produces. Some people take precautionary measures to prevent
situations in which they can become victim of a violent crime. Others try to escape
their violent reality by seeking oblivion in alcohol or drugs. Martin Coy (2006: 124)
argues that in Latin American cities, social position influences a person’s capacity to
cope with violence. Moreover, he is of the opinion that income levels determine how
successful people are in dealing with insecurity, “because security in Latin American
cities is becoming less and less a public good, and is increasingly attaining the
purview of the private sector” (Coy 2006: 124). In this section, I will show how
personal precautions, household access control and citizen participation helped uppermiddle class inhabitants to cope with violence and fear.
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Personal Precautions
Members of Bogotá’s upper-middle class consider taking precautionary measures
against violence as a normal thing to do and as part of their everyday life in the city.
As mentioned above, the use of public space in Bogotá is limited as a result of
violence and fear. Therefore, most personal measures are taken to minimise the time
spent in public spaces. People avoid walking on the streets, particularly at night, and
prefer to travel by car, with their windows closed. Furthermore, most upper-middle
inhabitants of Bogotá never use public transportation and don’t take a taxi on the
street. One of my informants commented on this fear of public space:
Rich people in Bogotá drive from the parking lot underneath their apartment building to
the parking lot underneath their office, the shopping mall or the supermarket. Sometimes
they even have servants who do the shopping for them. Most wealthy people only get
outside to walk their dog21.

The majority of my informants explained that their experiences with violence in
the past influenced their sense of security and their behaviour. A middle-aged woman
living in one of Bogotá’s upper class neighbourhoods told me what she did to avoid
being victimised again:
I take certain measures to protect myself. When I walk on the streets, I always keep my
eyes open and I’m always looking around. When I’m driving my car, I do the same. And
I keep the windows of my car closed. Everyone I know does these things. Furthermore, I
don’t walk on the streets at night. Actually, I prefer not to walk outside at all, not even
during the day. But I do feel safe in this neighbourhood, or at least in my own house. I
don’t go out much, because I’ve been robbed a couple of times22.

This woman certainly wasn’t the only member of the upper-middle class who took
personal measures in reaction to earlier victimisation:
I avoid certain unsafe places, such as quiet streets where there are few people. I don’t like
to walk outside alone. I always try to find people who can accompany me. I am more
afraid than I used to be, because of what happened to me. I have been robbed three times,
twice when walking on the streets and once while driving my car23.

These research findings are supported by the survey conducted by the Cámara de
Comercio de Bogotá in 2007 about security, which shows that being more careful
about one’s own security and taking personal measures is what most people do after
being victimised.
As mentioned above, violence and fear can lead people to create mental maps
of the city in which they live. These maps serve to decide which areas are safe and
which are so-called “prohibited zones”. The perceived level of security in a certain
neighbourhood or street determines which measures or precautions are necessary
(Caldeira 1992: 272). This is exactly what upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá
do. For most members of the upper-middle class, the poor neighbourhoods in the
south of the city are “no-go areas”. For example, Ciudad Bolívar, the neighbourhood
with the worst reputation in Bogotá, is generally regarded as highly unsafe and
infested with guerrillas, paramilitaries, youth gangs, drug dealers and common
criminals. The city centre has a bad name as well:
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The city centre is not safe, especially at night. There are many beggars, homeless people
and drug addicts. When I have to go there, I’m alert and I’m always looking over my
shoulder, because you never know what can happen24.

Although all of my informants had an idea about the security situation in the poor
neighbourhoods in southern Bogotá, most of them have never been there. Residents of
better neighbourhoods never go to this part of the city. For them, the poor south
doesn’t seem to be part of the city they live in. They don’t go there; neither do they
know anyone who lives there. But of course, there is no need for them to go there
because all of the up-scale bars, restaurants, shopping malls, residential areas and
offices are concentrated in northern Bogotá. One of my informants, a 22 year old
student, admitted that he only knew about ten percent of the city. Martin Coy (2006:
121) considers these divisions a characteristic of Latin American cities and calls it
“socio-spatial differentiation”. Teresa Caldeira (1992: 234) describes a similar process
when she speaks of the segregation of social classes.
Many members of the upper-middle class told me that, although they regarded
the better neighbourhoods in the north of the city as relatively safe, they still avoided
walking there, particularly after dark. Nonetheless, in these neighbourhoods, there
were many people walking outside on the streets and, during weekends, some streets
were crowded until late at night25. I think that part of this contradictory situation can
be explained by the fact that the personal precautions that upper-middle class
inhabitants of Bogotá take are often determined by age. Because younger people have
a different perception of security than older people, they also take different measures
to protect themselves against violence and crime. For example, the students I talked
with all liked to go out and didn’t mind walking in the streets at night, at least not in
Bogotá’s better neighbourhoods or when being in a group. They often took a taxi on
the street, while my older informants told me that they would never do that. Caldeira
(1992: 273) explains how people’s perception of security is determined by where they
are, whether it’s day or night and whether they are male or female. Among the uppermiddle class in Bogotá, age plays an important role as well.
Household Access Control
Burglaries are one of the major security issues in Bogotá, according to both my
informants and the survey conducted by the Cámara de Comercio (2007). Therefore,
household access control measures are taken by all upper-middle class inhabitants.
There are “closed condominiums” or “gated communities” in Bogotá, both the
horizontal and the vertical variant, but they are not just for the upper classes. Some
closed condominiums consist of very luxurious houses or apartment buildings and are
situated in the most expensive neighbourhoods of the city or just outside the city
where the houses are even more luxurious and spacious. Other gated communities
consist of small and rather old housing units and are located in poorer neighbourhoods
where the (lower) middle classes live26.
Some gated communities are built on private property. Normally, there is a
high fence or wall around them and there are security guards patrolling the terrain.
Others consist of one or two housing blocks built along public roads. However, these
public roads are closed by a large gate and guarded by security personnel. A
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neighbourhood leader told me that these kind of gated communities are illegal
because citizens don’t have the right to close down public roads. Another informant
used to live in a gated community, but he moved to a fancy apartment building closer
to the city centre. He also told me that the municipality is trying to stop gated
communities from occupying public space. Therefore, many gated communities are
being “opened up”, which means that they are no longer allowed to protect their
housing property by a fence or wall. However, it remains to be seen whether these
regulations are going to be enforced.
Although secluded housing projects exist, gated communities are not the
predominant way of housing for upper-middle class inhabitants in Bogotá. Most
people live in regular apartment buildings or houses. Although most of the better
neighbourhoods in Bogotá are not “gated”, rich people do tend to live together in
certain parts of the city dominated by apartment buildings that all look the same. The
only poorer people in these neighbourhoods are the personnel that works there. So
even without the existence of many closed condominiums, there is clear separation
between people with different socio-economic backgrounds. In this sense, northern
Bogotá can be seen as “an island of wealth in oceans of poverty”, as Martin Coy
(2006:122) calls it, although this island isn’t necessarily surrounded by an iron or
brick boundary.

Box 2: Visiting a Friend in Bogotá’s Better Neighbourhoods
When visiting an apartment building in northern Bogotá, a certain security protocol needs to be
followed. As a visitor, you have to report to the private security guard who has his office inside
the building. If you arrive by car, you have to stop at the driveway of the underground car park.
There, you press the intercom button so you can tell the security guard who you are and that
you want to visit your friend. Then, the guard calls up to the person in question and asks him
whether or not he knows the visitor. If your friend confirms to the guard that he wants to receive
you, and after the guard has used the security cameras to make sure that you and your car don’t
look suspicious, the reinforced security door will open automatically so you can park your car
and take the elevator up to the floor where your friend’s apartment is located.
If you arrive on foot, which is unusual and
will draw the suspicion of the security guard, you
have to walk to the front door and press the
intercom button. The guard is able to see you
through the glass door, so he can decide whether or
not you look trustworthy. Again, he asks you to
identify yourself and inquires after the purpose of
your visit. The guard does not open the door until
he is sure that your friend is expecting you. The
security guard, who is armed with a club or a gun,
is the only one who can let people in. Even your
friend does not have a key to the front door of his
building27.

In Bogotá’s better neighbourhoods, the windows on the first two floors of both
houses and apartment buildings have metal bars. Around most buildings there is a
high wall or a fence with barbed wire to keep burglars out. One of my informants, a
middle-aged woman who lived in a house with a large fence around it and bars to
protect all the windows, explained what she thought of these security measures:
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All houses have bars and a tall fence or wall with barbed wire. It’s like we all live in a
prison. I don’t like it, but it is necessary because of all the burglaries in this
neighbourhood28.

Furthermore, every apartment building has at least one private security guard (see box
2). In neighbourhoods with houses instead of apartment buildings, the attending
security personnel often guards the whole block. They have a guard post at street
corners and patrol the streets at night.
Most members of the upper-middle class were of the opinion that although
rich people, like themselves, live in safer neighbourhoods, they are generally more
vulnerable to economic violence than people who are less wealthy. This means that
even the extensive security measures that upper-middle class inhabitants take, aren’t
always sufficient and that they remain primary targets for criminals. This led many of
my informants to believe that they could be robbed or attacked everywhere and at all
times. In other words, they saw themselves as “potential victims”, as Rotker (2002:
16) calls it, because the fact that they live in upscale apartment buildings and wear
expensive clothing and jewellery attracts people who aren’t afraid to use violence in
order to “redistribute” their wealth.
These research results correspond with official data from the Cámara de
Comercio (2007), which show that most robberies and burglaries occur in Bogotá’s
better neighbourhoods (while homicide rates are highest in the poor barrios of the
south). Chapinero, a localidad dominated by large office buildings and expensive upscale apartment blocks, had the highest amount of robberies and burglaries per 10,000
inhabitants of all localidades. The security coordinator working for Chapinero’s local
government told me why crime rates in this district where so high:
Chapinero is the economic centre of the city. This is where the large office buildings and
the expensive shops, clubs and restaurants are. People with a lot of money want to live
here. That is what attracts poor people with low levels of education and few employment
opportunities. There are 123,000 people living in Chapinero. However, every day more
than one million people come to this part of the city to work, not only rich people who
live in other neighbourhoods in the north, but also people from the south who come here
to beg, to sell there goods on the streets or to steal. That’s what causes crime here in
Chapinero29.

Citizen Participation
Every neighbourhood in Bogotá, or at least the better neighbourhoods in the north of
the city, have a neighbourhood organisation. These organisations have various
responsibilities. For example, they alert local authorities when roads need to be
repaired and they inform residents about developments concerning public services,
infrastructure etcetera. One of the major concerns of the organisations is the security
situation in their neighbourhoods. At meetings that are held with residents they listen
to the community’s concerns regarding crime and violence. Then they try to make
certain unsafe areas more secure, for example by asking the local authorities for better
lighting. In some cases, residents actively try to fight crime themselves by creating a
neighbourhood watch. A neighbourhood leader told me about her organisation and the
actions they took to improve security:
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Our organisation keeps an eye on everything that’s going on in this neighbourhood. We
tell residents what they can do to prevent crime. There is also a Frente de Seguridad30, a
group of people who watch out for suspicious persons or activities. They are equipped
with an alarm to warn each other when something happens31.

Most organisations also work together with shopkeepers and companies in their
neighbourhood, as another neighbourhood leader explained to me:
We have a programme called Vecinos en Acción32, which is one of the things we do to
improve security together with citizens. We talk with residents, shop holders and
companies about what they regard as the most important problems. Then, we formulate
certain goals for different parts of the neighbourhood. Residents and companies have to
accept the responsibility to make their neighbourhood safer33.

As we have seen before, the promotion of citizen participation has been, and
still is, one of the characteristics of Bogotá’s security policies. That’s why the
municipality, together with the Cámara de Comercio34 and the Policía Nacional35,
developed an integrated programme to improve security in Bogotá. This programme,
called Zonas Seguras36, was implemented in 28 areas with up-scale residential and
commercial facilities. This means that it is a project for the city’s better
neighbourhoods. Every area has between 1,000 and 2,000 inhabitants and has its own
neighbourhood organisation. In the so-called Frentes Locales de Seguridad37, these
organisations discuss security issues with representatives of the localidad, the police
and security specialists from the Cámara de Comercio38.
In the Frentes Locales de Seguridad, community leaders tell the police and the
local authorities about the problems with crime and violence in their neighbourhood.
Together they draw up a specific plan for each neighbourhood to solve these
problems, for example by expanding police presence in certain parts of the city.
Furthermore, security experts from the Cámara de Comercio help neighbourhood
organisations to give residents the information that is needed to prevent crime. Most
of the people who participated in the Zonas Seguras programme were of the opinion
that it improved security in Bogotá and that it had a positive influence on people’s
perception of security. A neighbourhood leader commented on this:
Before the Zonas Seguras programme, the security situation in my neighbourhood was
much worse. There were more robberies and there was just more crime in general. The
fact that we inform people about the security measures they can take, makes the
neighbourhood safer. Part of the security problems were caused by people who were not
careful enough. For example, some people were robbed because they flashed their
expensive watch in public or because they wore expensive jewellery39.

One of the security advisers working at the Cámara de Comercio shared this positive
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assessment of the programme:
Since 2001, when the Zonas Seguras started, the security perception of the people who
live in the neighbourhoods where the programme is implemented, has improved. The
cooperation with the police, the municipality and the neighbourhood organisations has
made Bogotá safer, not only by fighting crime directly, but also by improving the
neighbourhoods’ infrastructure40.

A chief of police in Chapinero told me what he thought about citizen involvement in
security policies:
We cooperate with neighbourhood organizations in the Zonas Seguras programme. We
listen to what residents have to say, which helps us to solve security problems. I think it’s
a good thing41 that the police in Bogotá work together with the community.

Although the Zonas Seguras programme apparently contributed to the
improvement of the security situation in Bogotá, citizen participation in the
programme is actually quite low. At a meeting held by the organisation in the
neighbourhood where most of my research activities took place, security was one of
the major issues. However, of the 1,300 people who lived in this neighbourhood, only
21 attended the meeting42. Furthermore, only 33 percent of the residents paid the
voluntary contribution of 10,000 Colombian pesos43. According to the survey
mentioned above (Cámara de Comercio 2007), only four per cent of the respondents
said that they cooperated with neighbours in order to protect themselves against crime
and violence.
According to the majority of my informants, initiatives such as Zonas Seguras
brought about a slight improvement in the security situation. However, most uppermiddle class inhabitants of Bogotá didn’t participate in any of the programmes to
improve security and some of them didn’t even know what these programmes
entailed. According to the Cámara de Comercio survey (2007), only one quarter of
Bogotá’s inhabitants knew of the existence of the program, although 76 per cent of the
people who knew it qualified the program as good. The security adviser of the
Cámara de Comercio tried to explain this lack of participation:
Although the people who live in the neighbourhoods where organisations attempt to
improve security feel unsafe, most of them feel that improving the security situation is a
task of the police44.

Even though improving security is seen as the responsibility of the Policía Nacional,
most people are far from satisfied with the way the police are handling this task, as I
will discuss in the following section.
Both neighbourhood leaders and “normal” citizens pointed out that there was
another reason for the fact that few people participated in the security programmes. A
staff member of one of the neighbourhood organisations in Chapinero formulated this
as follows:
I think there is a cultural reason why people don’t take part in our security programme.
40
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Most people here in Bogotá are very individualistic. If something happens to someone,
it’s his own problem45.

There doesn’t seem to be a lot of solidarity among upper-middle class inhabitants of
Bogotá. Most of my informants saw this as part of life in Bogotá or of life in a big city
in general. However, this individualistic attitude may also be the result of distrust
among citizens and the fact that some people regard strangers as potential criminals.
After all, as Williams, Roberts and Hilliard (1998: 314-315) argue, it is difficult to
seek help and support in your environment, if you don’t even trust your neighbours.
As said before, a distinction can be made between individualistic coping
strategies (personal precautions and household access control) and collective coping
strategies (neighbourhood involvement and co-produced measures) (Williams et al.
1998: 314-315). Distrust might also be the reason why most members of the uppermiddle class took individualistic measures instead of collective measures. But again,
the majority of my informants blamed this negative attitude towards collective action
on the fact that Bogotá is a big city in which there isn’t much sense of community,
like in all big cities.
Luis Alberto Restrepo (2004: 179) states that “the middle classes in Colombia
[…] install security locks on their houses, do not open their doors to strangers, travel
with the windows of their cars closed, and they try not to go out at night”. Teresa
Caldeira (1992: 281-284) observed similar security measures in São Paulo, where
public areas, like streets and parks, are avoided and where the middle and upper
classes prefer the safety of large shopping malls and only travel by car. This is exactly
what upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá do to protect themselves against
violence and crime.
However, Restrepo (2004: 183) also points out that Colombians often respond
to violence and fear with diverse forms of flight. He considers using alcohol or drugs
as a way to escape from a violent reality. Furthermore, he argues that Colombians
from the middle and upper classes often leave the country in search of better
economic opportunities or motivated by fear of extortion or kidnapping. As we have
seen, violence and crime cause fear among members of the upper-middle class, but it
does not control my informants’ lives. I think that’s why using some sort of artificial
stimulus or fleeing the country is not what I observed to be the coping strategies for
upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá.
We have seen that taking personal precautions and protecting their houses was
what most upper-middle class inhabitants did to avoid being victimised. Collective
strategies, such as participating in neighbourhood organisations and cooperating with
the police, did exist, but they did not play a very important role in the way members
of the upper-middle class coped with violence. In the next section, I will try to explain
why people in Bogotá had to take such measures, by evaluating the security policies
of various state institutions.
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State Institutions and Security Policies
As I have outlined above, the inability of public institutions to provide security can be
a sign of “state failure” (Koonings & Kruijt 2004: 1-2). Luis Alberto Restrepo (2004:
173-178) argues that, in Colombia, legitimate state forces are not capable of installing
citizen security, which led other actors to take justice into their own hand. However,
he also states that this situation affects the countryside more than the big Colombia
cities. In this section, I will elaborate on state institutions in Bogotá, their security
policies and how upper-middle class inhabitants assessed these policies. I will discuss
the activities of the police, the national government and the municipality.
The National Government
Daniel Pécaut (1999: 165) claims that, in Colombia, fear is expressed in the lack of
public opinion about policies concerning violence. However, this is not the case
among upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá. Nearly all of my informants had a
clear point of view regarding the security policies of the national and local
government. As we have seen, the security policies of Colombia’s national
government since 2002 have been based on the principle of “democratic security”,
which meant that the state should protect all Colombian citizens against violence. As
a result, crime rates dropped all over the country and president Uribe gained the
support of the overwhelming majority of the population. Among the upper-middle
class in Bogotá, Uribe’s democratic security policy is generally seen as successful,
because the security situation in Colombia improved significantly after he came to
power in 2002. Although most improvements occurred in other parts of the country,
i.e. on the countryside, most upper-class inhabitants of Bogotá thought that Uribe’s
security policies have been more successful than the policies of his predecessors.
As said before, one major improvement that people in Bogotá enjoyed was
that they were able to travel by car between most cities again. This was almost
impossible before Uribe increased military presence all over the country. For one of
my informants, a 22 year old girl who moved to Bogotá in order to study at one of the
capital’s private universities, these changes had particularly favourable consequences:
My parents live in Pasto, a city close to the Ecuadorian border. There used to be a lot of
guerrilla activity in this area, which caused restrictions for the people who live there. My
father is a veterinarian and has to travel a lot to visit surrounding farms. Before 2002, he
encountered daily guerrilla road blocks which made working almost impossible. After
Uribe came to power, the army guarded the roads and now my father can travel and work
again. This is why I am a strong supporter of president Uribe and his security policies46.

Although for most people in Bogotá the improvements aren’t as clearly visible
as for this informant, the majority of upper-middle class inhabitants still regard the
situation on the roads as the most positive result of Uribe’s democratic security
policy. They appreciate the military’s efforts to guarantee the safety of all travellers.
An upper-middle class inhabitant of Bogotá, who often travelled to other cities for
holiday or to visit relatives, commented on this:
Before Uribe’s democratic security policy, the roads where often plagued by guerrilla
and paramilitary roadblocks. They would close the road in both directions and check all
traffic that was caught in the middle. Meanwhile the military would stay in the barracks.
Now, the army makes sure that we can travel safely again. Uribe has obligated the
46
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security forces to guard the roads. On the main roads, there is a military post every few
kilometres47.

Although almost all members of the upper-middle class regard Uribe’s democratic
security policy as something positive that improved living conditions in Colombia as
a whole, this doesn’t mean that they can’t be critical of his political actions. There
were people who were of the opinion that other, more structural changes have to be
made too in order to end Colombia’s armed conflict. Opinions about possible
solutions for the armed conflict varied significantly. Some of my informants believed
that the guerrilla has to be defeated by military actions in order to end the conflict
(often ignoring the problem of paramilitary presence), but there were also members of
the upper-middle class who regarded the conflict as a result of social exclusion and
inequality. In general, these people believed that the social, economic and political
system in Colombia has to be changed in order to solve the country’s problems with
guerrilla’s and paramilitaries. As one of my informants stated:
I am a supporter of Uribe’s security policies. He took some very effective measures. For
example, we are able to travel by car again. However, the problem is that we need a longterm vision if we want to change the situation for once and for all. That is what’s missing
at the moment. In order to improve security, the government needs to improve the quality
of life for all Colombians and especially for poor people48.

In spite of this criticism, most of Uribe’s supporters, who accounted for the vast
majority of the country’s population, particularly among the upper-middle class, were
worried about what will happen to Colombia in 2010 when Álvaro Uribe has to resign
from the presidency. Some of them were collecting signatures in order to change the
constitution again to allow Uribe’s second re-election. As it appeared, even the fact
that he was accused of corruption didn’t harm his popularity that much. One of my
informants told me why Uribe still enjoyed the support of the Colombian people:
Of course, most people know that Uribe has ties with the paramilitaries and that he made
illegitimate changes to the Constitution. But he has also made Colombia much safer.
That is what people notice in their daily lives. Besides, are there any politicians who are
not corrupt? If you are not corrupt, you will never become president of Colombia49.

Nonetheless, most of my informants didn’t think a second re-election would be good
for the country because it would damage Colombia’s democratic institutions and
because they were of the opinion that the country must not depend on one person in
order to improve living conditions.
However, many upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá were afraid that
there will not be a presidential candidate strong enough to continue Uribe’s security
policy after 2010. They feared that the guerrilla will gain strength and power again,
like under president Pastrana, and that the security situation in Colombia will
deteriorate. Still, there was hope among the upper-middle class in Bogotá that the
FARC will be defeated in the upcoming years, because a couple of the guerrilla’s top
people (including Raul Reyes and Manuel Marulanda) died or have been killed during
the time of my fieldwork. Be that as it may, it remains to be seen whether Uribe’s
hard-line security policies will be continued after the elections in 2010.
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The Municipality
Although according to most of my informants, Bogotá has never been affected much
by the armed conflict, there have been other security problems in Colombia’s capital.
However, in general, the security situation in Bogotá has been improving for the last
one and a half decade. One of the reasons for these improvements has been the policy
of the local government. Many members of the upper-middle class told me that the
municipality has done a lot to improve security in Bogotá. According to my
informants, the persons who have been responsible for most of the positive changes
were Antanas Mockus, who was mayor of Bogotá from 1995 till 1997 and from 2001
till 2003, and Enrique Peñalosa, who governed the city from 1998 till 2000.
As discussed earlier, Bogotá’s security policies during the administrations of
Mockus and Peñalosa were based on all three of the security models mentioned
above, the American “broken windows” model, the European model and the third
model. The implementation of these policies entailed various concrete measures. First
of all, the municipality reorganised the training of police officers in order to introduce
the concept of “community policing”. As we have seen, the Zonas Seguras
programme is an example of this strategy. Furthermore, police officers were ordered
to punish all perpetrators of criminal offences, even traffic violators. During Mockus’
first administration, he initiated a programme to retrieve public space by cleaning up
the streets and by organising cultural events in the city’s parks and squares (Mockus
2001: 9-20).
The local government also tried to improve the living conditions of all
inhabitants in order to prevent crime and violence. For example, Peñalosa ordered the
construction of public parks and libraries in Bogotá’s poor neighbourhoods. His
government also connected these neighbourhoods to the city’s sewage system and
provided them with potable water (Garland 2004: 38). In addition, the municipality
organised classes and information meetings to discuss concepts such as citizenship,
peaceful coexistence and the law (see box 3). Finally, local authorities eliminated
certain “risk factors” by limiting the use of alcohol and fireworks and by issuing a
voluntary disarmament campaign (Mockus 2001: 9-20).
On the whole, these security policies were aimed at closing the gap between
the three regulatory systems of behaviour: law, morality and culture (Mockus 2001:
3). This is what Antanas Mockus told me about the objectives of his security
measures:
In Bogotá, there is a grey area between good and evil, consisting of activities that are
prohibited by law, but accepted by society, like corruption. There exists a discrepancy
between the law and the prevailing norms within society. Illegal activities are normal and
omnipresent. For example, almost everyone buys stolen or smuggled goods. We tried to
change people’s morals by promoting social control and self-censorship. We don’t need
laws just to scare people. Laws have to be in agreement with citizens’ ideas and customs,
otherwise they are not democratic. That’s why we attempted to change the “culture of
crime” by convincing people that violence is not a normal thing and that crime doesn’t
pay50.

As I mentioned earlier, Mockus was able to reduce crime rates in Bogotá. During his
first administration, the homicide rate dropped significantly. However, Mockus also
received criticism, because he did not succeed in alleviating social problems, such as
high unemployment figures and insufficient health and education services (Lennard
1997: 42-43).
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Box 3: Mockus’ Mimes
Antanas Mockus is one of Bogotá’s most eccentric and well-known
public figures. He was born in Bogotá on 25 March 1952 as the
son of Lithuanian immigrants. Mockus came into the public eye in
1993 when he was dean of Bogotá’s National University and had
to deal with student protests. In order to silence the rebellious
students, Mockus dropped his trousers in public, which made him
famous at once. After he was forced to resign from his function as
dean, Mockus ran a successful campaign for mayor. In October
1994, voters in Bogotá elected the philosopher-mathematician to
govern their city. Mockus was a political outsider, not aligned
with any of the existing political parties. This gave him a chance to
develop his own (security) policies (Lennard 1997: 40).
Mockus’ initiatives to improve security have been unconventional and surprising. He
hired mimes to mock traffic offenders at busy intersections in downtown Bogotá. Through this
policy, Mockus shamed people into obeying the law. He also gave the people in Bogotá a socalled “citizen card”. This card was red on one side and white on the other, and could be used
to show one’s approval or disapproval of
people’s behaviour, instead of using abusive
language or violence. Mockus regularly made an
appearance in the city centre, dressed in spandex
and a cape, in order to encourage people to
become “Super Citizens”. Inhabitants of poor
neighbourhoods
were
given
symbolic
“vaccinations against violence”. They were able
to express their fears and angers and received
their “injection”, a drop of water on the tongue
(Lennard 1997: 41-45).

According to upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá, security policies at the
local level definitely contributed to the fact that Colombia’s capital is a much safer
city than it used to be. Many members of the upper-middle class praised the
municipality’s efforts to improve infrastructure in Bogotá’s poor districts, although
most of them have never seen these changes with their own eyes. One of my
informants, a 60 year old man who told me that he had never visited the capital’s
southern districts, commented on this:
The security situation in Bogotá is better than it was ten or fifteen years ago. Even the
neighbourhoods in the south are not that violent and run-down anymore. That’s because
the local government gave them water and built parks and libraries. I think it is a good
thing that the situation in the south has improved, because it helps to prevent crime in the
whole of Bogotá51.

I have already explained that the municipality works together with neighbourhood
organisations, the police and the Cámara de Comercio in the field of security. In
general, the people who participated in the Zonas Seguras programme appreciated the
contribution of local government officials. This is what a security adviser at the
Cámara de Comercio had to say about this matter:
Nowadays, the municipality really tries to improve security in Bogotá. They understand
that every neighbourhood has its own security problems and therefore needs its own
specific strategy. In addition, local authorities have institutionalised the security issue as
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part of municipal policies. The mayor is now responsible for the city’s security situation
and he accepts this responsibility52.

Almost all upper-middle class inhabitants were of the opinion that the security
situation in Bogotá has improved during the past years. They stated that this process
started when Antanas Mockus came to power in 1995 and continued under Pañalosa
and Mockus’s second government. An indication of Bogotá’s improvements
concerning security was the fact that most of my informants’ experiences with crime
and violence took place some years ago, when the city was less safe. For example,
many people told me that the city centre was a very unsafe neighbourhood ten years
ago and that they didn’t like to go there at all. Although this part of the city is still
seen as relatively unsafe, the security situation improved drastically due to the
municipality’s efforts. However, Mockus’ successor, Luis Eduardo Garzón (20042007), and Bogotá’s current mayor, Samuel Moreno, could not count on the support
of my informants, because, as one of my informants argued, some improvements have
been undone:
Mockus and Peñalosa have made Bogotá safer. For example, they have done a great deal
to improve security in public spaces. They cleaned up the streets and all the people who
were hanging around disappeared. But under Garzón the situation deteriorated. Now, the
beggars and street vendors are back and cause a lot of insecurity53.

Of course, the fact that Garzón and Moreno are leftist politicians who were elected
through the support of Bogotá’s lower classes could have some influence on the
opinions of the predominantly conservative middle and upper classes. Nonetheless,
the majority of my informants thought that Bogotá is still safer than fifteen years ago.
Bogotá’s Police Force
As mentioned above, Bogotá’s police force has been reformed during the late 1990’s,
with the notion of “community policing” as the basic principle. Part of this strategy
was the formation of a Policía Comunitaria54, a group of police officers who were
trained to communicate with citizens and to take their opinions into account. In
addition, the creation of Frentes Locales de Seguridad, in which the Policía
Comunitaria cooperated with residents, gave citizens the opportunity to express their
opinions and concerns to the police (Frühling 2003: 17-18). In order to get assistance
from the community, the police increased their presence and visibility. For example,
the Policía Comunitaria established a number of CAI (Comandos de Atención
Inmediata55), located in crowded areas, like public parks and busy streets. These
police units were meant to be at the disposal of the community at all times.
Furthermore, the police deployed numerous mobile police stations where people could
report crimes.
Hugo Frühling (2003: 29) argues that community policing strategies in Latin
America normally have two aims: reducing crime rates and restoring public trust in
the police. In Bogotá, crime rates decreased after the police reforms were carried out.
However, it is difficult to establish to what extent this reduction in criminal activities
was the result of new policing methods. According to most upper-middle class
inhabitants of Bogotá, the focus on the community has slightly improved the image of
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the police. As one of my informants stated:
The police have tried to win the trust of the people. The nearest police station used to be
ten blocks away. Now there is a mobile police station right here on the corner. If you
want to report a crime, they will help you56.

As the following quote shows, some members of the upper-middle class were of the
opinion that the police not only increased their presence and visibility, but also their
efficiency:
Nowadays, the police are much more efficient. They work hard to fight crime and to
arrest criminals. There is also more justice now. Before, when robbers or burglars were
arrested, they had to pay a fine and then they were free to go. Now, they really go to jail.

Although most members of the upper-middle class noticed some positive
changes, the reputation of the police was not good at all. They were often associated
with corruption and drug trade. Most of my informants knew where drugs were being
sold, and although the police were always hanging out in these places, according to
the residents I spoke with, they never arrested anyone. Many upper-middle class
inhabitants advised me to avoid certain streets in Bogotá’s better neighbourhood,
because it was the domain of drug dealers. According to my informants, they always
saw police talking with the drug dealers, not to stop the illegal activities, but to buy or
sell drugs themselves or to take bribes.
The police and local authorities in Bogotá told me that it is important that
citizens report crimes. However, most victims have little expectations concerning the
punishment of perpetrators. The most heard complaints about the police were that
they never solve crimes like robberies or burglaries or that they don’t even bother to
show up when people call them. A member of the upper-middle class told me about
one of his experiences with Bogotá’s police force:
Last year, my sister’s cell phone was stolen, so we wanted to report the crime. When we
arrived at the police station, the police told my sister that, to report the crime, she had to
be interviewed by one of the staff members at the juridical department. However, this
could take an hour, because they were all very busy. The police also told her that it
would be of little use to do all of this, since they probably wouldn’t catch the thieves
anyway. If we just told the police that my sister lost her phone, she would get the
necessary forms for the insurance. Eventually, that is what we did. In this way, criminals
will never get caught57.

Of course, this kind of police behaviour doesn’t encourage people to report a crime
the next time they are victimised. According to the survey among inhabitants of
Bogotá conducted by the Cámara de Comercio (2007), only 33 per cent of the
respondents went to the police after having been victim of a crime.
According to all of my informants, the most important reason for the fact that
the police were not capable of fighting crime in their neighbourhoods, was that there
just aren’t enough police officers. The Urban Security and Police expert of the
Fundación Seguridad y Democracía stated that the police have limited resources to
deal with all of Colombia’s security problems:
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There are way too few police officers in Bogotá. “Normal” crimes, like robberies and
burglaries, can’t be fought. The police and judicial authorities are too busy with other
matters, such as the guerrilla, the paramilitaries and the drugs cartels. Colombia’s prisons
are crowded with drug lords and guerrilleros. There is no room for common criminals.
This impunity increases the sense of insecurity among inhabitants of Bogotá. After all,
they see the same person who robbed them walking freely on the streets the next day.

A chief of police in the localidad of Chapinero admitted that he didn’t have enough
police officers at his disposal:
There are 370 police officers in Chapinero. Besides the people who live here, one million
people come to this localidad to work everyday. This means that there is one police
officer for every 2700 persons. That is just not enough58.

As we have seen, many members of the upper-middle class were very critical of
Bogotá’s police force. However, others were of the opinion that police officers are
doing the best they can and they realised that inadequate police performance is mainly
the result of the fact that they are understaffed.
Private Security
Upper-middle class inhabitants of Colombia’s capital did not rely solely on state
institutions to provide security. In the better neighbourhoods of Bogotá, an army of
private security guards could be found. They guarded apartment buildings, housing
blocks, office buildings, banks, shopping malls, bars and restaurants. They searched
visitors or asked them for identification. Some of these security guards carried
firearms, others were armed with a club. They all wore uniforms and a badge, which
indicated that they were employed by officially authorised private security
companies59.
All of my informants were of the opinion that the private security sector plays
an important role in the upper-middle class’ efforts to make their environment safer.
For example, neighbourhood organisations often called in the help of security guards.
A neighbourhood leader explained to me why she tried to cooperate with private
security personnel:
We need the help of the private security sector to guarantee the security in this
neighbourhood. There are many guards here and, although they have to protect the
buildings, they also have cameras or mirrors to keep an eye on what’s happening outside.
That’s why they know exactly what is going on in the neighbourhood, more than the
police. When we need information, we go to the security guards60.

As outlined above, Bogotá’s police force is understaffed and is not able to
protect upper-middle class inhabitants against violence. Many of my informants told
me that they needed the private security guards, because they did what the police
couldn’t: provide security. The security adviser at the Cámara de Comercio
commented on this:
The private security companies have more resources than the police. In Bogotá, there are
between 16,000 and 18,000 police officers, while there are about 100,000 security
guards. These 100,000 private security guards can do more than a few policemen61.
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Nonetheless, the private security sector had to report all crimes to the police. In
addition, all security personnel needed to have a diploma from one of Bogotá’s
official private security academies. A private security guard, who worked in an
apartment building, told me about his work:
I had to attend a training in order to become a security guard. That’s where I learned
what I have to do when something happens. I am obligated to report everything to the
police. When I see a robbery on the street, I have to call the police. Furthermore, the
company that I work for holds regular sessions with the police about the security
situation in this neighbourhood62.

Although most members of the upper-middle class were of the opinion that
both the national and the local government are trying their best to improve security,
apparently the state is not able to provide this security by itself, not even in the
country’s capital. According to Luis Alberto Restrepo (2004: 173-174), the existence
of private security firms is a sign of state weakness. Nonetheless, the people I talked
with seemed to see this phenomenon as something completely normal. As Teresa
Caldeira (1992: 196-197) puts it, private security services have become a
characteristic of social life in modern Latin American cities. However, she also
stresses the importance of government control over the activities of private security
companies in order to prevent the illegitimate use of violence (Caldeira 1992: 205). In
Bogotá, the privates security sector had to follow certain rules. However, I don’t
know how often security guards broke these rules.
In Bogotá’s better neighbourhoods, there are no guerrillas, paramilitaries or
organised youth gangs. This doesn’t mean that the state’s monopoly of legitimate
force remained intact. Upper-middle class inhabitants relied on the private security
sector to provide the desired levels of security. Nevertheless, this situation cannot be
compared to the situation on the Colombian countryside, where state institutions are
sometimes completely absent and where illegal armed groups fill theses so-called
governance voids.
As we have seen, president Álvaro Uribe could count on the support of
Bogotá’s upper-middle class. His security policies allowed Colombians to travel more
freely to other parts of the country. Bogotá’s local government also contributed to the
improvement of the security situation. Although police reforms were implemented
during the late 1990’s, the police still had a bad name. They lacked resources and
police officers were often considered corrupt or incompetent. However, in Bogotá,
providing security was not just a task of the state but rather the business of private
companies. In the better neighbourhoods, private security guards could be found
everywhere.
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Conclusion
Upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá had to deal with a variety of violent acts, or
at least with the possibility of becoming victim of these acts. Robberies in the streets
or in public transportation and burglaries in houses and apartments were the sorts of
crimes that occurred most. Of course, these forms of economic violence had certain
consequences for the daily lives of Bogotá’s upper-middle class. Many people were
afraid of going out. They travelled almost exclusively by car and restricted their
movements to certain parts of the city and certain hours of the day. As in other Latin
American cities, members of the upper-middle class hardly used public space, because
it was considered the scene of violence and crime. In addition, they often distrusted
people they didn’t know, because strangers, and poor people in particular, were seen
as potential criminals.
Besides economic violence, the armed conflict also played a role in the lives
of upper-middle class inhabitants of Colombia’s capital. Most of them did not directly
encounter any forms of political violence directly, but they all had an opinion about
the conflict and worried about their country’s future. It might seem that the lives of
upper-middle class inhabitants were controlled by fear, distrust and restrictions caused
by violence and crime. However, I reject the idea of a “society of fear”, when
speaking of life among Bogotá’s upper-middle class. Although people said that they
didn’t like to go outside at night, the capital’s up-scale bars, restaurants and clubs
were crowded. Some upper-middle class inhabitants travelled only by car, but this
didn’t keep them from visiting family members or going to the park on Sundays. Most
members of the upper-middle class acknowledged that they had to deal with certain
security problems, but in general, they were happy with their lives in Bogotá.
Nonetheless, it was necessary for upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá to
take security measures in order to cope with violence and fear. As said before, they
avoided certain places at certain times. Members of the upper-middle class knew
where to go and where not, because they divided the city into safe areas and
prohibited zones. This is what caused socioeconomic fragmentation in a spatial sense,
reflected in the fact that most people never moved outside the familiar environment of
Bogotá’s better neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the apartment buildings and houses in
up-scale residential neighbourhoods were protected by high walls or fences and
guarded by private security personnel. Despite of these measures, upper-middle class
inhabitants were still targeted by robbers and burglars, which made them feel even
more vulnerable. In this sense, taking precautions did nothing to improve their sense
of security, although it helped members of the upper-middle class to cope with fear.
According to Bogotá’s upper-middle class, the national government brought
about some positive changes concerning the country’s security situation. President
Uribe’s main achievement was the fact that he made it possible for Colombians to
travel by car again. Most members of Bogotá’s upper-middle class used these
opportunities to go on holiday en to enjoy the Colombian countryside. The security
policies of the municipality also increased people’s sense of security. One of the
things the local government tried to do was to involve citizens in the city’s security
programs. Although these initiatives intensified the cooperation between local
authorities, the police and neighbourhood organisations, participation of residents was
low. Indifference and distrust prevented upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá
from working together with their neighbours. This means that, on the one hand,
members of the upper-middle class possessed the financial resources to fund certain
coping strategies, but on the on the other hand they lacked other coping resources like
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social support and solidarity.
Bogotá’s upper-middle class did not think well of the police. Police officers
were mostly seen as corrupt and incompetent, although most members of the uppermiddle class realised that part of these problems were caused by a lack of resources.
The inefficiency of the police was one of the reasons for the existence of private
security companies in Bogotá. The private sector provided most of the security
services desired by the city’s upper-middle class. The presence of so many private
security guards can be seen as a sign of state weakness. However, based on the
situation in Bogotá, Colombia cannot be called a failed state. In the capital’s better
neighbourhoods, state institutions were not absent and illegal armed groups were not
able to exercise power. Although the situation in other parts of the country might be
very different, the better neighbourhoods in Bogotá were certainly not a governance
void.
In general, the security situation in Bogotá was not that different from the
situation in other large cities in Latin America or the rest of the world. As a result of
national and local security policies, crime rates in Colombia’s capital were not
extremely high anymore and its inhabitants’ daily lives were not overshadowed by
fear of violence. Upper-middle class inhabitants of Bogotá took certain measures to
protect themselves against violence, mostly at a personal level, but these measures do
not differ much from precautions that people take in big cities all over the world.
Other coping strategies seem more excessive, like the existence of an army of private
security guards, but this phenomenon can be observed in other Latin American cities
as well.
What makes Bogotá different from Caracas, Buenos Aires or São Paulo is the
fact that political assassinations, terrorist attacks and kidnappings are added to the
array of violent activities in the city. Although most upper-middle class inhabitants
were not affected by political violence in a direct way, they saw it on the TV news,
they read about it in the papers and they encountered the economic consequences of
the armed conflict in their daily lives. However, the ongoing violence caused by
guerrillas, paramilitaries and drug cartels did not prevent the upper-middle class in
Bogotá from leading a relatively normal life.
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